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CHAPTER ONE INTRCDUCTION. 
- -F - 
The_ municipal system in the, Roman Empire as a whole has been treated by 
Abbott, and Johnson; while this dissertation clarifies some points of-detail.. 
it is, concerned with persons-rather than systems. Professor Birley has. - 
shown that a large proportion of equestrian officers of all dates were drawn 
from men who. served as-magistrates in the towns, of,. Italy and the provinces. 
From these. equestrian, officers were drawn, many,, of, the. men, who,, reached the,. 
highe3t, posts in theequestrian service., It is the, aim. of this work to, 
place in context the decurions of North Africa., and. then to. study the_ 
contribution of. the North African provinces to the emperor's equestrian service. 
Any., such study must, depend on. a. detailedstudy of individual careers. 
The prosopography (bound separately., as-Volume-Two., for convenience) is-the 
first stage in processing, of some of the material... The next stage is to, be 
, found in the. chapters, especially 
those, on the equestrian cfficers, and, 
procuintors from North Africa,,. Included in the prosoPography are all, the 
equestrian officers and procurators-of whose African origin I have been 
convinced;, a number of similar men whose African origin is., uncertain, or has 
been suggested by other scholars on what seem to be inadequate grounds; and 
some senators whose families had close connections with the upper classes of 
the African towns. Also included are a number of municipal dignitaries. 
(e. g. C., Caecilius Gallus, L. Cosinius Primus) whose, careers seemed to require 
special,., comment,, and ]2rimipilares., many of whom will have, received commissions 
as centurionson the basis, of their pquestrian, status. 
Two points connected with the prosopography, are to, be noted. It has 
been the aim to cite every relevant discussion, of each career. EE is-, only 
quoted where the_discussion is, useful --for the most part, the articles, by 
Groag and Stein., Works which, have been, superseded are normally quoted-when 
thk. -view expressed in them differs from more recent opinions - e, g, Lambrechts 
II is rarely quotedp except where. Barbieri is less adequate or unconvincing. 
The second point-is that the debt to M*, H*Go Fflaum can scarcely be 
(I;, 
', 
expressed adequately in the Preface. , -, Without the ý galley-proofs, of his, *-: ,- 
'Carrieres procuratoriennes'. the discussion, of procurators wouldýbe, far less 
adequate; - in the prosopography2 CP is only quoted at length when there is 
reason, to question some of the views expressed in it; ý in the majority of 
notes on, procurators, CP has been followed-without question, a fact which may 
at first sight be concealed by the brief citation of M. Pflaum's discussion. 
- The material used, throughout this work is mainly epigmphic; to avoid, 
the distraction of numerous footnotes or references in the text., all persons 
mentioned by name are included in an index which gives, the most convenient - 
reference to an, inscription-or discussion. For Africans it also givesýthe. 
Origo, if this is known. 
On a airMar principle., printed works cited in the text are normally 
listed in the bibliography; only there will full details be found. The 
references inthe text are normally given in the briefest intelligible form, 
Where only one work by an author has been used., the author's name seems to ,- 
be sufficient; where more than, one work is cited, a keyword is normally used; 
thus 'Les procurateurs biquestres sous le haut-Empire romainlýby E. G. Pflaum 
(Paris, 1950) is cited as Pflaum, Procurateurs; 'Die Reichsbeamten von Dazien' 
by A. Stein (Budapest, 194J+) as Stein, Dacia. 
The scope of, this work., geographically and historically is limited. 
Except in the chapter on-provincial councilsq the area considered is that of 
the three African provinces of the first-century, A. D.; Africa Proconsular-is,, 
Mauretania Caesariensis., and Mauretania Tingitana. - - Numidia,, which did not 
become a province de ure until the reign of Seveniz, has been regarded as a 
separate province (as it was by the imperial adminstration) throughout the 
period of the empire. The main period covered by this work is the first two 
and a half centuries of the Christian em; the bulk-of. the material which 
can be securely dated coming in the second and early third centuries. Some 
later developments in municipal organisation are considered., but there is 
no suggestion-that this consideration is a full treatment of the subject. 
The municipal magistracies held in provincial tcnms have been outlined 
7. 
dicundo; _ the post of duovir quinquennalis. with census dutiess was held every 
four years., usually by men who had already been duoviri. A priesthood of 
the imperial cults involving a seat on the provincial council, was normally 
held aftexýthe duovirate, This pattern, with minor variations-, seems' to" 
have held good throughout the African provinces. 
As far as possible, an attempt has been made to compare the numbers of 
equestrian officers, Praefecti fabrum,, 
_etc. 
produced by the various provinces. 
The comparisons have been made,, but it is not clear how far they are valid; 
the number of men known as equestrian officers (for example) in any province 
will depend on several factors besides the number of such men who were natives 
of that province. 'Epigraphic consciousness' will be of considerable'' 
importance - the popularity of the custom of setting up inscriptions will 
vary from province to province and from period to period; geology will also' 
be important,, for where suitable stone has to be imported 
irom a distance, 
inscriptions are likely to be erased and the stones re-used; also some 
inscriptions may be carved on wood or painted on stoie. The relative wealth 
of, individual provinces will also have had an effect on the number of 
Inscr n criptions fou: ýd is likely-to be in 
... _ipýio. 
s. set up, and the number of ins 
direct relation to the amount of excavation which has been carried out 
with the proviso that cemeteries will provide more inscriptions than publi6 
, buildings, and Public buildings more than private houses or industrial 
establishments.,, The amount of later building on Roma]n sites will be an 
important factor; on the. one hand it may'have the same effect as excavation, 
and result in the finding of inscriptions; on the other it may result in the 
destruction and re-use of inscriptions and the closing of a site to further 
investigation. 
These arguments which suggest that a comparison of provinces may not 
be wholly valid are even stronger when we compare town with town. This will 
be seen from Map Ones"which shows the distribution of decurions for most of 
the towns of Africaq, It is-clear thatIthe principal reason why Lepcis Magna 
and Thugga have produced more evidence of decurions than Carihage or Hadrumetum 
is, that they have been more intens, ively, excavated,, not that they were larger 
or more prosperous* 
7.1 
In any case,, the majority of decurions are not recorded; at Thugga 
fiftý'-seven are and at Cuicul fifty-three; but with an ordo of one 
serving for about thirty years each? hundred members there would be three- 
or four new decurions a year or about a dozen every time the roll of the 
ordo was revised by the quinguennales. It will be clear that our records 
are far from complete. The only town with a reasonably. high proportion 
of its decurions recorded at'any date is Timgad, wherewehave an almost 
complete list of'the ýembers'of the curia in the reign. of_Julian or his,.,,,,. 
successor. 
Several aspects of the. main subject have not received full treatment. 
In particular., there is no major. disaussion of the cost of municipal office. 
The subject 
i, 
is one whichlis 
-too,. 
complex for-treatment-in awork, ofthis. scale. 
The recording of the amount paid on election to a particular magistracy 
appears to have been particularly common in Numidia; it. is. less_frequent in 
Proconsularis,, and almost unknown in the Mauretanias,., Several, of. the main 
'factors involved in a study of this aspect of municipal life may be outlined. 
There was a minimum amount payable for each office,, known as the, legitima; 
this wa'sýýprýobi-abily'stated in the charter of the town ( of the charters of 
Malaca and Salpensa., ILS 6089,6088), and might therefore vary from. town to 
town. -ýtý"Norma , 11 ,y-a magistrate was expected 
. 
to pay more than the legitima. 
The taxeLtio appears to have beenkindividual assessment, based on the wealth 
of the man concerned. Certainly the taxatio of L. Cosinius Primus (30,, 000 
sesterces) was unusually high. 
In this particular case,, the money was spent on a covered market; the 
most common object was a statue for the forum or for a temple; at Cuicul, _ 
there seems to have been a standard quality of statue in the second century, 
costing three thousand sesterces. Not infrequently, money was, spent on-public 
games or banquets for the ordo, rather than on public works; such expenditure 
probably had the disadvantage that it had, to be made at once, whereas the 
gift of a statue could be'delayed for some time - there. are frequent instances 
of flamines dedicating statues or buildings Promised before'election., to the- 
aedilate., probably eight or more, 'years 
earlier. 
io 
Each chapter of this dissertation contains a recapitulation of its 
main conclusions,, so that little is needed here. It will be seen that 
normally the upper classes of the African towns made týeir living from 
agriculture or trade. Entering the ordo as decurions'or quaestors* in their 
early twenties., they w8uld probably become duoviri soon after the age of thirty. 
Then many would have'ihe opportunity to visit Rome as members I of the 
quinque decuriae or as praefectifabrum. A proportion might obtain commissions 
as equestrian officers., with the possibility (but not the likelihood) of 
appointment as procurators afterwards. A number of men achieved prominence 
by becoming chairmen of the provincial council; such men must have been at 
least in their late thirties; ýwhere they received any appoin'Gent in the 
imperial servicet-it was normally the tribunate of a legion held as the only 
post, Important as was the African contribution to the equestrian service., 
it. only became important under Hadrian for the lower ranks. and under Marcus 
for theprocuratorships. By the end of the reign of Commodus.. 'Africans were 
probably the laigest provincial group in the imperial service.. and under 
Severus., himself a native of Lepcis Magna.. they became still more important. 
In the third century a change becomes apparent; rather less Africans 
ap2ea to have been'admitted to the imperial service (but this may only reflect 
the lack of evidence); those who were seem to be divided into two groups. 
Most of the e'questrian officers were recruited without previous experience as 
municipal magistrates and were natives of the frontier areas of Numidia and 
Mauretania Caesarien's'is; ' for the most part the ýen from the more romanised 
towns seem to have preferred a strictly civilian career, beginning as advocatus,, ý 
fisci. 
it appears that Africans were able to reach the highest posts in the 
empire from an early date. Ser. Sulpicius Similiss the last praetorian prefect 
appointed by Trajan.. appears to have been a native of Carthage. Under Pius., 
Lollius Urbicus became Praefectus urbis; at the same time Cornelius Fronto., a 
native of Cirta., was tutor to Marcus Aurelius. The influence of these two men 
must ha I ve been considerable. It was perhaps due to this influence that so 
many Africans were appointed to high office in the second half of the second 
centary,, so that at, the death of Commodus they were in an. extremely strong 
position, holding two of the thre6e provinees with three legions., as well as the 
t 0., 
CHAPTER TNO. THE ECONOMIC WIS OF TOWN LIFE. 
Mr. A. N. Sherwin-White draws attention to the fact that Rostovtzeff's 
view of the North African towns is directly contrary to the Judgments of those 
who have excavated individual town sites. Rostovtzeff regarded the towns 
as the homes of a land-owning aristocracy, with whom were associated 
government officials; in contrast cultivation was by peasants (tenants or 
hired labourers) who lived in'squalid conditions, usually on their land rather 
than in the towns. 
'The cities were only a superstructure based on a developed rural and 
agricultural life., and the city residents formed but a minority in comparison 
with the large number of actual tillers of the soil, the peasants., who were 
mostly natives,, rarely descendants of immigrants. ' (p. 287) 
'The Oitieswere inhabited by landowners who formed the ruling aristocracy. 
The landowners ........... were the 
ýnly legally recognized citizens of 
the city. I (p. 293) 
By contrast, Gsell, in publishing his excavations of the sites of 
Thubursicu. Numidarum. ' Madauros and Thibilis (Khamissa, Mdaourouch, Announa, 
P&Bsim. ) showed that these three towns were primar-Ily agricultural. Sherwin- 
White points out that the Mediterranean town is very often a peasant gommunity', 
farming land-at a considerable distance from the town, and perhaps living on 
the land during the summer. This$ he suggests, was the typical pattern of 
the North African towns. The number of towns, small though many of them were, 
suggests that it is unlikely that they could have been inhabited exclusively 
by a land-Owning upper class, It is likely that Madauros had between two 
and five thousand inhabitants; many of the other towns were considerably 
larger. There is no room for towns like those envisaged by Rostovtzeff. In 
the western empires such towns only appeared at the end of the third centur7 
in Gaul; there manY of the towns were deserted by almost everyone except the 
government offiCialsp and the towns became. small centres of civil and 
ecclesiastical administration, Such shrunken communities are unknown in 
Africa,, which did not suffer from barbarian raids in the same way as Gaul. 
Some towns were certainly commercial centres; this is of course 
especially true of the ports, In Numidia the ports were few, and Numidlan 
14. 
exports bad to go by way of Rusicade . Hippo Regius - or Carthage. -In 
Froconsularis there were, rather more ports. 
, 
Those of Tripolitania served 
their own immediate hinterland, as did the -group consisting of 
Hadrumetum , 
Leptis Minus, Acholla and Thaenae. Lepcis Magna was an important centre for 
the export of-wild animals to Romp.., The many. towns of the Bagradas valley 
must have depended on Carthage for most of their trade; this is indicated by 
the road system., as well as, by-the,, absence of other, convenient ports. In 
Caesariensis the, position,. was different; the narrow coastal plain is almost 
cut off from the interior, and the ports of the province must have. depended 
for their trade on their individual products. It is., in this light that we 
are to see the Rarum (fish-sauce) and, wine factories-at Tipasa; the ports of 
Caesariensis could not live on the, trade reaching them from-the inter-lor,, and 
needed industries of their own, , 
We should however note that a merchant from 
the date-producing area of Mesarfelta,, north of Biskra., is buried at-Tipasa; 
this may indicate a trade route. , 
In the interior, only Cirta and-Timgad 
suggestit that they were more than market towns; both are situated at - '' 
important road-junctions., and Timgad has produced. evidence of three ' covered 
maFkets,, as well as, an industrial area.. (See map 2,, for,, the whole,, of this 
cýpýer) 
Industrial towns, as such., are practically unknownin. North Africa. 
Simitthu, dep ended., mainly. on the famous Numidian marble'quarries, which also 
brought some Prosperity to Thabraca., its nearest port. Many other towns had 
industrial areas; fish-sauce was made at Tipasa, (clearly for export;, 
presumably fishing was also an important industry); At Timgad there was a 
foundry and a potter's workshop. Satafis, Theveste,, Cuicul, Madauros, 
Volubilis and tpresque toutes les villes. de Tunisiel had factories for the 
production of Olive-oil, (Camps-Fabrer,, P. 57). ,. 
Caesarea, Cuicul, Madauros, 
and Tipasa have Produced evidence of wine-making, though usually, on a small- 
scale. Most towns would have'a potter7 and perhaps a workshop for the 
production of mosaics; so at least we may deduce from the large number of 
mosaics found in the North African, provinces. 
have craftsmen employed in luxur7 industries; 
guilcl ancl a lamP factOr7- 
The bigger,, towns would also 
Caesarea bad a silversmith's 
) jL. 
It is clear however that none of these towz s was primarily dýpendent- on 
industry; agriculture was the main source of wealth for almost, all Ithe 
towns 
of Africa. A few, like Cuicul, might also add to the, wealth derived-from 
their position as a market-town., but for most of them the pattern of, an. 
agricultural town suggested by Sherwin-White seems to be. the nearestto truth. 
The importance of Africa to Rome lay in the production of corn. This at 
least is the most, widely expressed view., -though 
it, is clear that it, must be 
modified to'some extent. - Corn had been produced in the Bagradas valley in 
the first century and earlier,, but by-the second centux7 the landwas. exhausted, 
and was turned over to olives and fruit. Corn was still grown, especially 
in a strip extending from Sitifis in the west to Sicca yeneria in the east, 
and including both Cuicul and Cirta. The prosperity of these towns and of 
others in this area indicated that corn was an extremely'profitable crop. But 
the prosperity of the towns in the areas where the olive was the principal . 
crop is also noteworthy,, and it seems that the olive must have been almost as 
important as corn to the economy of Africa. It was in connection with the 
cultivation of olives that the great irrigation schemes round Theveste and 
elsewhere were undertaken, Oil was an important item in the annona: Sex. 
Iulius Possessor was adiutor ......... . Praef. annon, ad oleum. 
Afrum et 
HisPanum under Marcus and Verus. The mereatores frumentari et oleari 
Afmri set up an inscription to the praefectus annome (ILS 1342 = VI 1620). 
Vines were cultivated in most of the areas where the olive thrived. It 
has been suggested that from the time of Domitian the cultivation of the vine 
would be discouraged by the emperor; it is perhaps from such an imperial 
prohibition that the large-scale cultivation of the olive is to be dated. 
Much of the olive-grcwing land was on imperial estates - e. g. in the region of 
Theveste revealing the fact that these estates were not exclusively 
concerned with the growing of corn for Rome. 
It will be seen at once that we have little detailed evidence for the 
- economic life of the African towns,, There must have been much more industr7 - 
though probably on a small scale - Ithan has come to light. We are still 
uncertain of the significance of the markets which occur at towns'like Timgad 
13. 
and Cuicul; we do not know whether they imply large-scale commercial dealings, 
or simply such transactions in agricultural goods as are expected in a 
modern market tovn. One thing is clear: by and large the, tovms of Africa 
prospered, during the Roman period. It was on, this prosperity that the 
success of many of their dignitaries in the imperial service was-based. 
It -is -true 
that we can find periods of unusual re cession; some towns,, 
never recovered from occasional setbacks, but suffered a permanent decline. 
For instance, the ports of Byzacena, which had mostly traded with the east. ' 
were ruined by the imperial insistence that all African produce should go 
to Italy - for other ports already had a monopoly of the Italian trade. 
M. G-Ch. Picard., in making this point., quotes the 'Stadiasmus, of the Great 
Sea' as. saying that at that period (c A. D. 400) these ports of-Byzacena 
could only take small vessels. (Karthago IV. -pp. 121 
,- 
135; for the 
Stadiasmus., see Thomson, History of Ancient GeographyoP. 363). 
CHAPM THM., TBE AM OF MUNICIPAL'MiGISTRATES. 
, Material for the average, age of men serving as magistrates in the tomis 
of North Africa is slight; occasionally a man has, died while aedile-designate 
or duovirýdesignate.. so that we know the agý at which he would have held the 
office. Apart from this we can only examine a few cases where it seems 
clear that a man has held office at-a-relatively early age,, or has never held 
any or every office. -, It-would be-difficult to claim that we have'suffIcient 
material to put-forward a: clear picture. There is no evidence-for the age of 
quaestors; -, the post of quaestor is one which 
is-frequently-not recorded on - 
a. cursus honorum (thoughýit was-probably held), and, there, are no records of 
men dying before-holding any-further posts. -Inevitably., our evidence comes 
only from thoseAowns where cemeteries have been excavated; but it is 
sufficiently unanimous for us to suggest that it would be valid for the whole 
of the North'African provinces., 
-The age at which men might become members of the or-do must 
have been 
quite low; Cod. Th. X11P is 19 states that as a general rule, curiales should 
not be, expected to serve before-reaching the age of, eighteen. This was 
Probably disregarded; even-if we ignore the case of-a child of five, at, 
Volubilis.. -we find that M, Ulpius Victor Seianus'was a decurion at the age, of 
sixteen and G. Gellius Seneca at, eighteen. But at twenty-one Q, -Caecilius' 
Saturninus-lunior. was still not a decurion, even though his father had been 
duovir. 
The aedilate, was. normally held in the mid-twenties; the provision of 
Ulpian (Di L. iv, 8) that no man should hold municipal office before, the 
ageýof twenty"five seems to have been a-dead letter. Q. Octavius Primus was 
aedile-designate-at twenty-three, and P. Aelius Afininus was only a year-older. 
Saturninus of Thubursicu Numidarua died as aedile, or ex-aedile at the age'of", 
twenty-five,, as. did L. -Fabius Fortunatuse However not every man reached 
office at the-minimum age; M, Vetidius Vetidianus died as aedile-designate 
at the age of thirtyý-eight, L, Antonius Lucianus was still only a aecurion 
at the age of, týventy4ourx L. Sittius Rafinus at twenty-seven (though he, had 
Ic. 
received"the equus publicus)ýandTostumius Laetianus at-twenty-eightO-, ý, In 
addition-, there is a group of older men who neverýb6came magistrates'' the 
oldest being C. Iulius Rogatus. who was only a decurion at the age-of eighty. 
Not every member of. the ordo was likely to become a magistmte, and we are 
justified in including in, this class all who had held no post before the 
age. of fifty. 
The case of M, ' Vetidius Vetidianus deserves further comment; he was 
possibly a-man who did not become a decurion until. he had established a 
position for himself by his*. own effortsq or he may-have been called upon to 
fill an unexpected gap in the aedilate. His father had been, flamen-annuus 
a municipal priest of lower standing-than-the 
, 
flamen perpetuus. The family 
histo: r7 (Appendix 6) shows that Vetidianus belonged to the less important 
branch of his family; in the same generation his cousin Q. Vetidius Iuvenalis 
held all the principal magistracies of the town, summing them up in the phrase 
omnibus honor-lbus functus. (In this case the honores included the post of 
duOVir quinquennalis, though there is reason to suppose that this post was 
not always included. ) 
", ', ýý _1 
It -is a well-known fact that the minimum, age for the duovirate was 
thirty (Lex Malacitana, -31S 6089 -c 54); but as with-the consulate at Rome, 
this did not mean that a-man would normally reach the office at the minimum 
age. (A- & J- P. 59 suggests that the age dropped to 'twenty-five at least' 
in the first century A. D. This is based on a misinterpretation of Pliny., 
Eristles, lxxix,, 2, which deals only with minores magistratus.. ) At the age 
of thirty-eight, -M. 'Vetidius Vetidianus was only aedile-designate. At the 
age of thirty-seven T. Plavius Receptus was still only aedile,, as were L. 
Laberius Vibullus at, thirty-three and L. Fabius Fortunatus at thirty-five. 
These are by no means the oldest men who reached the aedilate without 
becoming duoviri. C-Iulius Urbanus was seventy-one and Sex., Sempronius 
Saturninus was ninety-five., though he had held a flamint(,; this as p,:, b,, bly 
the municipal flaminate mentioned above,, since he had never been duovir as 
had most. flamines- peE2etui. 
- During, the Principate only- one mqn,, M, Pomponjus M&ximus is knovm to' 
it. 
have held the duovirate before the minimum age, At the age of thirty-two 
he had been duovirtwice, ]2ontifex and quinquennalis, It looks very much 
as though he must have been duovir at latest at the age of twenty-seven or 
twenty-eight* Sex. Pompeius Marianus and Q. Scius Iuvenalis died as cluoviri 
at the age'of thirty; either of them might have been in office at a younger 
age. Marius Victor was duumviru iter by the age of forty. At a later date 
another instance occurs at Lepois Magna, where father-and son held office 
together as cluoviri at some time during the fourth century. The son, T. 
Flavius Vibianus Iunior., is described as innocentissimus, Luer and in -Par%nilis, 
annis. These examples must be set against others, where men in their thirties 
are still only aedilicii and against the sole case of a duovir-designate, 
C. Cornelius Flacous,, who was thirtyý-five. He had alreaay been prefect 
of a cohort. For men like M. Pomponius Maximus, we may put forward the 
suggestion that an ante-c3ate was permitted for a man with children.. as it 
was with some of the senatorial magistracies at Rome, 
Although this is the only case in which we knou the precise age at 
which. the duovirate-was held.. I suspect that it is somewhere near the 
I average. Four men in their thirties were still aedilicii: only one man 
was duovir beforeýthe age of thirtyý and two at thirty. L. Caeoilius Clemens 
was duumviralicit's by the age of thirty-three. It seems then t6t the , 
normal-age for the office of duovir was in the early or mid-thirties; we 
have no instance of it being held latero 
The age at which a man might be duumvir cuinquennalis cannot be clearly 
defin6d. Only a few inscriptions are relevant. The case of K, Pomponius 
Maximus., duovir before he was thirty and quinquennalis by the age of thirty- 
-two, is clearly exceptional. His relative., Q. Pomponius Crispinus, had 
been t ýLIM militum and quinquennalis when he died at the'age of forty-five. 
By contrast., C. Tullius Frontinus was qldnquennalis designatus at fifty-one 
and M. Marius Felix OfellianU3 at fifty-nine. Apparently there was 
normally a long interval between the ordinary duovirate and the post of 
duovir 2uinquennalis. Some men might become quinquennales without serving 
as duovir in an ordinax7 years but we shall be justified in supposing that 
these will only be notable benefactors like C. Cosinius Maximus. 'They of 
course may be expected to reach the Office at a relatively early age. 
ti. 
- 
The flaminate again presents considerable difficulties when we seek, to find 
the age at which it was held, The difficulties are increased by, the. 
existence in various towns of minor flaminates, sometimes distinguished by 
the title annuus: it is not always possible to see which type of flaminate 
a man has held. Normally the flaminate of the-imperial. cult has the title 
Lila or is attributed to one of the deified emperors; perEeLu but it is some- 
times described as. a flaminate without further qualification. Such a 
flaminate gave. its holder a seat on the provincial council.. though not for 
life; only the title was Perpetuus. It was normally held after the- 
duumvirate; but at Carthage it might come at an earlier stage in the career. 
There are no clear instances of the age at which men became flamines 
pen2etui. We know that the flaminate was normally available only-to mený. 
who had already served as duovir - this is indicated by an overwhelming 
majority of the inscriptions giving a complete municipal career. This would fU 
-me, - mean that a man would not normally be4fiRM before reaching the mid-thirties. 
The indications are, * though the evidence is not conclusive, that the flaminate 
would normally follow soon after the duumvirate. 
There are one or two instances of a flaminate being held at an early 
age; Q! Valerius Hilarianus was flamen when he died at the age of eighteen 
and L. Fabius Fortunatus was flamen as well as quaestor and aedile by the age 
of twenty-five. Neither of these flaminates is qualified in any-way, and 
neither follows the duumvirate., so that we shall be justified in supposing 
them to be minor municipal flaminates, not carrying a seat on the provincial 
council. 
For the age of flamines jLeI22etui, we have no direct evidence at all. We 
do know that it was not the inevitable sequel to the duovirate - Sex. Aelius 
Ladibelus who died at the age of f if ty-three had never held the flaminate. 
The only other relevant instance is that of the man attested on VIII 9073; 
Claudius onor edilicii Rl. f,; CIL suggests that the last three letters are 
to be interpreted as flamen Perpetuus. The text throughout is dubious. but 
if the age of fifteen is correctly recorded it is difficult to b elieve, that 
Claudius was flamen perpetuUs or even aedile. 
it. 
It will be clear that in the Roman Empire it was customary. for men 
to rise to the highest posts in their towns at a relatively early age. 
As in senatorial careers, the aim seems to have been to secure men for 
magistracies while they still retained something of their youth; neither 
in Rome nor in the towns, of the Empire was it the custom to appoint men 
to office when they had passed midale-age. 
That men reached the highest municipal posts at an- early age is of 
importance for another reason. -It was still possible for a man who had 
been a magistrate to begin a career in the imperial service, For the 
emperor the system. had the further advantage that he could secure .. 
experienced administrators who were still young-enough to adapt themselves 
to the new conditions of the army or the civil service. 
li. 
CHAPTER POUR. THE COMPOSITION OF TBE ORDO: 
TBE ALBUM OF TIMGAD AIID THE ALBUM OP CANUSIUM. 
I 
Numbers of magistrates are knowvz from many of theAfrican towns, but 
only one town# Timgad, has left us a complete list of the ordo ' 
at a given 
dateo Without this it would be difficult to reconstruct the OOmposition 
of a typical municipal council of the late fourth century. For a 
comparable document of the Principates we have to turn to Italy., which has 
produced a similar list from Canusium., dated to 223 (IX 338 = ILS 6121 
part only reproduced by Dessau). The Timgad list (VIII 2403 = 17903 
ILS 6122 - part only; corrected in a paper by M. Louis Leschi in Rev. 
des e't anc., 1) is dated by M. Leschi to 363 - 364. M. Andre Piganiol 
dates it to soon after the recall of the clerici to the ordo by Julian 
on 13 March 362,, probably during the summer of that year. This must be 
wrong,, for Leschi had already pointed out that the ordo was revised on the 
first of Max-ch. so that the clerici would not be included until March. 363 
(Cqd* Th. XII., is 28). 
At Canusium, the ordo consists of thirty-one senatorial and eight 
equestrian patrons,, seven quinquennalicii including the two in office in 
223., four men allecti inter quinquennalicios, twenty-nine'diiumviralicii 
including three who had served twice) nineteen aedilicii., nine quaestoricii. 
thirty--twO Pedani and twenty-five praetextati. Most of these groups are 
self-explanatory* The 32edani were decurions, who had not yet served as 
quaestors,, 80 called from the low bench on which they sat; the praetextati 
are young men of decurion families, not yet old enough to be full members 
of the ordo - or for whom there was as yet no vacancy. Clearly the Album 
of. Canusium was set up after the revision of the roll of the ordo by the 
quinquennales; possibly the praetextati are listed so that they could fill 
any vacancies which might arise before the next revision four years later. 
The Album of Timgad contains many more groups than that of Canusium. 
There are ten qlar-issimi$ but only five of them are patrons. The two 
kv. 
32erfectissimi appear to-be members of the ordo who have achieved this 
distinction; as Stein (Ritterstand, p. 458) points out, the title 
perfectissimus, by this period must have a primarily municipal connotation. 
Hence it is not necessary to follow the verbal interpretation of M. H. G. 
Pflaum.,, quoted by Piganiol, that these men should be regarded as AL-(i) 
p(rincipales) or 12(rimar-li) rather than P(erfectissimi). 
Two sacerclotales,, one a patron, the other flamen perpetuus, are 
described by Leschi as 1pr9tres de la province',, by Warmington (pp. 6- 7) 
as 'lawyers and ex-curialibus'. If earlier history is any guide, Leschi 
is right, and these men are former chairmen of the provincial council. 
Unless they were of such prominence,, there is no reason why they should 
appear in the list before even the curator of the town. The curator is 
also flamen =rpetuus; his position in the list reveals that he had been 
elected by the ordo,, not nominated by the emperor., as was the original 
practice with curatores (Ulpian,, Digest. 9 L. iiis 2: 'in albo decurionum 
in municipio nomina ante scribi oportet eorum. qui dignitates principis 
iudicio conseauti suntp postea eorums qui tantum municipalibus honoribus 
functi sunt I ). 
The curator is followed by two duumviri, one of whom is augur and the 
other flamen pernetuus_ and next come thirty-two flamines perpetuis former 
members of the provincial councilo Unfortunately there is no means of 
telling haw many of the thirty-six flamines recorded on the list were actually 
serving on the Provincial council. Two of the thirty-two are exactores, 
with responsibility for the arrears of municipal taxes. (Piganiol prefers 
to retain the old view that they are excusati: but it is then difficult to 
see why they had become flamines, or., conversely,, if they were fla-mines, 
from what they were excusatus. ) The flamines am followed by four 
pontifices and three augures the fourth augur is one of the duumviri, 
This presumably is the relative seniority of these pilesthoods; the flamines, 
as we might expect from their provincial responsibility, are the most 
importants and are follcmied by pontifices ' and augurs. 
Since each of these 
latter colleges has four members, we maY suggest that there were also four 
flamines in any one year, The high number recorded id due to the fact 
'Lt. 
that the title (but not the function) was perpetuum: fla-mines were not 
members of the provincial council for life. 
The augurs are followed by the two aediles for the year,, and then by' 
one of -the quaestors - the other has disappeared from the list. A list Of 
fifteen duumviralicii follows. It is noteworthy that none of these men 
are flamines: the question therefore arises whether we are to suppose that 
the flamines are also, auumviralicii. If there were only two duumvirilper 
year at this date., the answer is probably that they were not, for this 
would give a total of fifty-one former duumviri. - men whose tenure 6f office 
must have spread over something like thirty or thirty-five years. The 
CanUsiUM list has some thirty-eight duovirates recorded, It seems likely 
therefore that flamines were no longer appointed from the ranks of the 
duumviralicii, or that cluoviri,, like the consuls at Rome at a much earlier 
date,, had ceased to hold office for anything like the full year. The cost 
of. office would perhaps explain such a change,, but the evidence at the 
moment is insufficient to solve the problem. 
After the cluumviralicii follow the names of at least six men who are 
c e 'Lilici non excusati, at least three men who are quaestorici (sic) non 
_excusati, 
at least thirty non honores functi excusati and at least fifty 
non honores functi non excus9ti. The term excusatus Presumably implies 
that for some reason the men so'designated are exe mpt from service as 
magistrates; since the chief objection to holding office was financial, 
it is not unreasonable to suggest that the excusati ha d paid a fine in order 
to obtain exemption, That service by one's father did not gain exemption 
seems to be impliedif Sessius, Cresconiusy one of the decuriones non escusati, 
is the son of the duumvir of the same names, 
After the decuriones non excusati are placed eleven clerici,, Christian 
clergy iho had been recalled to service with the ordo by Julian. Since the 
beginning of the century it had been the practice of wealthy to take orders 
so that they might escape service as'decurions. In 319,, clergy had been 
exempt from munera (Cod. 'Th. XVI, iis 2); the corollar7 to this was the law 
of 320 (Code The XV"lp lij 3) forbiddine decux-lon: s and their sons to seek 
%7,. 
ordination. .. This however. 
did not solve the problem., for many continued 
to seek refuge from the responsibility of service with the 2ý2. oby ordination 
as clergy. . Only. in 3Q was something done for the towis,,, when Julian recalled 1 
the curiasall Christian clergy. who had avoided municipal service. 
such h The clerici are the last group of members of-the ordo as T ey 
are, followed by, a number of government officials,, presumably those employed 
at Timgad. No discussion of these men would be relevant to our subject, 
apa# from the statement that the names of the various officials suggest that 
they bad links with the members of the ordo. This is especially true of the 
office of the consularis of Numidia; three of the members of this staff 
are clearly related to members of the curia, 
It will be noticed that the Album of Canusium contains considerably 
less names than that of Timgad. Even when we have deducted the seventy 
officials from the Timgad list., there are at least one hundred and seventy- 
four members of the orda, as against one hundred and sixty-four at Canusium, 
The difference is not revealed in these overall numbers but in(the number of 
effective memberso Thirtyý-nine patroni and twenty-five Praetextati must 
be removed from the reckoning at Canusiump only five patroni at Timgad. 
The important figums are therefore one hundred at Canusium,, compared with 
at least one 
' 
hundred and sixty-nineat Timgad. - By the reign of Julian, the 
ordo could no longer afford to be an exclusive body,, but depended on compelling 
as many men as Possible to serve, This point is borne out by the presence 
of the clerici on the Timgad list - municipal service had become ruinously 
expensive since the government had made it the responsibility of the ordo 
to collect taxes. 
Absent from the curia at Timgad 
- 
are quinauenýales, and quinquennalic44 
the duoviri appointed every four years to revise the roll of the council. 
Their functions appear to have been taken over. by annually appointed cumtores. 
(For a discussion of the position and duties of curatores in Africa,, see 
Lucas, JES xxx, pp- 56 ff. ) 
From the number of aedilicii and C[Uaes_toricii we can form some picture 
of the speed of promotion in the fourth century, Neither list is 
necessarily complete,, but it seems unlikely that more than one or two names 
are missing. There are three quaestoricii: as there were two quaestors per 
year., this suggests that it would be at least two or three years before a 
quaestor could expect to reach the aed-ilate. * Similarly there were at 
least six aedilicii, implying an interval of at least four years between the 
posts of aedile and duovir. 
It is possible that if the quaestors served alone for six months v instead 
of in pairs for a year - thus explaining why only one quaestor is 
recorded in office - there would only be one clear year's interval 
between the posts of quaestor and aedile. 
At Canusium., the intervals between the posts must have been considerably 
longer. There were nineteen aedilicii,; even allowing for two of them in 
office in 223., there seems to be a normal interval of about ten years 
between the aedilate and the duumvirate; the nine quaestoricii, suggest an 
interval of five years must be postulated between the quaestorship and the 
aedilate, This would suggest that few duoviri at Canusium were under the 
age of, forty. We must, howevers take into account the fact that some men 
would the before they reached the highest post and many others would'not 
get beyond the quaestorship or aedilate. There is no certainty that every 
man who beca 
' 
me quaestor would eventually reach the duumvirate. Certainly, 
if we look at the maýistracies at Rome, not every praetor became consul; 
there is no necessity to supposý that ever7 aedile became duovir. 
The cursuS honorum durinp i the Pring Ilte and in the fourth century. 
We are familiar with'the patte =- of municipal office under the 
Frincipate from a number of sources, and this has been adequately tmated by 
Abbott and Johnson. The young man started as quaestor, and became in 
succession aedile and duovir iure dicundo; he might then pass to the priest- 
hoods - the flaminate$ pontificate or augurate - and finally become duovir 
q!! jMuennalis. Sons of decurions; might become decurions before holding, 
office, but other men would only become members of the ordo when they held 
UdL. 
their first magistracy or ifoo-opted by the quinquennales. This still 
obtained when the Album of Canusium was set up, The Album of Timgad, and 
the inscriptions of the same period indicate that the pattern of office had 
changed almost beyond recogr1ition by the middle of the fourth centux7. 
The two quaestors and the two aediles were still the junior magistrates., 
but it seems likely that all priesthoods were now held before the duumvirate 
and not after. The most important office was no longer that of duovir 
but that of curator reipublicae. Aelius Julianus held this office at some 
time after the Album was set up,, in the years 364- 367. On the Album he 
was recorded merely as flamen perpetuus. Before 367 he was iterum rei 
Publicae curator. At some later date he received the title praesidalia., 
ob Et 2Mrationem civitatis,. having presumably been appointed by the governor 
of the province, and was made patron of Timgad for this service. This 
same inscription reveals that he was a Christian, even though holding the 
pagan flaminateo VIII 2388 gives us further insight into municipal office 
in the fourth century. It describes Aelius Iulianus as iterum. rei publicae 
curator, and is datable to 361+ - 367 by its dedication to Valentinian and 
Valens without Gratian. It records three , 
flamines, Two of them., Plavius 
Aquilinus and Antonius Petronianus., are recorded as flamines on the Album, 
which is datable to 363 - 364. The third flamen,, Antonius Ianuarianus., is 
not mentioned on the Album at all, unless he is one of the men in the lower 
ranks whose names have been lost; in any case he rose to be flamen in four' 
years,, which would not have been possible during the Principate. We have 
inscriptions relating to four curatores of Timgad between 360 and 367: 
Flavius Aquilanus under Julian - between 360 and 363; Octavius Sosinianus,, 
recorded on the Album., therefore in office in 363 -4 or 364 - 5; and 
Aelius Julianus twice between 364 and 367. It is noteworthy that the title 
curstor seems to have been held only during the year of office; Flavius 
Aquilinus is only flamen perpetpus on the Album, although he had held office 
as curn-tor, some years earlier. 
One other contrast between the ordo, of the third century and that of 
the fourth has alreacly been pointed out. The Timgad list contains the rames 
of many more men who were members of the ordobut had not yet held office, 
There are at least eighty such names., in addition to the clerici: of them 
some thirty are excusati,, the others non excusati. It seems reasonable 
to suppose that the excusati had purchased their privilege, since the 
liabilities of the magistrate were chiefly financial; but the Imunity 
purchased extended only to honores and magistracies, and not to service on 
the ordo. From the large number of men who were non excusati it is difficult 
to see how they could all be expected to fulfil their honores, unless some 
system of electing more than the nominal number to each magistracy applied; 
a certain proportion of those elected would then have to pay the amount due 
for the office, although they would never in fact hold that office. As an 
alternative to this view., we may suggest that some decurions would be 
compelled to compound for their magistracies - thus becoming excusati. The 
whole arrangement of the Album indicates a pre-occupation with the financial 
obligations of the decurionate and magistracies; itimay not be wrong to see 




CHAPTER YM. PRAEFECTURA FABRUM. 
The importance of the post of Eraefectus fabrum for men entering the 
equestrian service has been brought out by Professor Birley (RBRA 139 ff); 
it seems clear that the praefecti fabr= were selected almost exclusively 
from the upper classes of the towns, and that the post gave a man an excellent 
chance of obtaining a commission as an equestrian officer. It is on this 
basis that we shall seek to examine the careers of those men from North 
. Africa who held the post. 
We are at once faced with the problem of small numbers. Only fifteen 
men from North Africa are known to have been Praefecti fabrum. A further 
problem is that they rarely state whether the appointment was in the provinces 
or at Rome.. Of the fifteen praefectis C. Caecilius Gallus held office twice 
to a consul and twice to a praetor. Tio Claudius Helvius Secundus was 
praefectus fabrum Romae before being adlected to the, o_uinque decuriae; 
Gallus also served on the decuriae, after his prefecture. Since the unknown 
man of AE 1954,11ý0 served in the decuriae,, it is feasible that he also was 
. Eraefect - 
us 
- 
fabrum at Rome; this is especially probable because he was 
praefectus after being a member of the Jury-panels. Sexo Cornelius Dexter 
may also have held the office at Romg,, as he came from a province governed 
by an equestrian; he was Eraefectus three times before having a distinguished 
military and Procuratorial career under Hadrian and Pius. S-ex. Caecilius 
Crescens Volusianus certainly settled at Rome early in life., and probably 
held his appointment there,, Ti. Claudius Hispanus held the post of scriba. 
estorius at Rome after being JýMefectus fabrum,; but he could well have 
been taken to Rome by a returniýg proconsul whom he had served as ýMefectus 
fabrum. 
On the other hand, it is highly probable that M. Aemilius, Super and 
his brother,, M. Aemilius Respectus were Praefecti fabrum to proconsuls of 
Africa. They were of a family originating in Rome, but the evidence 
suggests that they were the elite of first century Leptis Minus., wbo might 
be expected to stay at home rather than seek a career In the emperor's servica. 
t 7. 
Respectus. did indeed receive a'commisSion as tribunus militum; but it was 
with III Augusta., and he appears to have had no intention of pursuing his 
fortune in the army. Similarly, C. Otidius, Iovinus and his brother G, Otidius 
Praenestinus appear to have been men who bad no thought of, leaving Africa; 
Iovinus became chaixuan of the provincial council of Africa in 109'- 3.11., 
and there is no sign that either he or his, brotherever left the provincep. 
In no other case iwthere,. any indication as to where the po'St^of 
praefectus fabrum was held, It must be admitted that there'is inadequate 
evidence in some of the'eareers-outlined above,, and-in only two cases can we 
be certain that the prefecture was at Rome. 
Senators'responsible for, choosing praefecti fabrum normally sought them 
from*the, municipal or provincial worthies with whom they were acquainted. 
Of the, fifteen praefecti fabrumýfrom the North African provinces, five clearly 
held the post after-a distinguishedmunicil)al career,, two held it in the 
middle of such a career., and another was sacerdotalis provinciae Africae; 
: this. certainly implies a-municipaIcareer of unusual distinction. -Only 
in --the case of-Salvius Fuscusis there any possibility that, the prefecture 
was, held, before municipal office; and it is probable that the post'is 
recorded firstbecause it is the most important one in the careerý and the' 
only one held outside hisýhome town and its municipal cursus, 'The only other 
case deserving special mention here is that of Ti, Claudius Helvius Secundus,, 
who must have left Caesarea while fairly young., since he was Praefectus fabrum 
Ro* and a member of the quinque decuriae before holding six appointments 
as an, equestrian officerj, ý -At some*stage of his career, while still away 
from Caesareap he received omnes magistratuum honores. Such a procedure is 
unusual, and we shall be jus , 
tified in supposing that he received his initial 
appointment on the strength of his father's position and reputation,, rather 
than his own proven merit. 
The geographical distribution of the Praefecti fabrum from North Africa 
is much what we should expect in view of the nature of the appointment; 
tw6lve"of the fifteen"were from, the senatorial province of Afric - a' . Procons"U 1 aris, 
andýit seems likely that most of'th6m servecl with proconsul's of Africa. 
(See Map 3-) 
X's. 
The sole jra'6fectus from Numidifi ""C. ' Caecilius'GaUus was four times prefect 
at'Rome; it is possible that he was originally taken to Rome by a lega , te of 
III Augusta who had been promoted to the consulship. 'The two men'from 
Mauretania Caesariensis'probably served at Rome also, since there was no 
opportunity for them in an equestrian province. Both, came from important 
coastal towns with a long tradition of romanisation. Within Proconsularis., 
the 12raefecti are well distributed. Simitthu, 'Lepiis Minus, Thugga and 
Hippo Regius each produced two,, no other towns more than one. Five of the 
twelve were from toNAis associated with Carthage., two at least, having been 
magistrates in the'provincial capital, and therefore having special 
opportunities to attract the attention of the proconsul. 
Of the fifteen Praefecti fabrum on our list, three had previously'the 
equus'Publicus. one served on the quinque decuriae before being prefect and 
three after. Seven men received appointments as equestrian officers., in 
six cases immediately after the prefecture or after being scriba qua'estorius 
or a member of the Jur7-panels; in the other case the -post of flamen 
Perpetuus intervened. - Four men became procurators,, and another,, L. Iuli I us 
Crassus,, received senatorial aedilicia ornamenta, from Gaius. It appears 
that holders-of the post were the pick of the local magis trates, and therefore 
had better Prospects than others if they entered the imperial service. But 
we must not forget that the post in itself implies senatorialpatronage.. 
and we should not be surpased to find that this patronage continued after the 
prefecture itself end6d. 
Professor Birley has'shorýn (RBRA 141 ff) the importa: =6-of such 
patronage for men entering the equestrian service: 
'It is no great strain"on the imagination to suppose that the consul 
or proconsul who had chosen a municipal worthy for service as 
praefectus fabrum on his staff might be the man mainly responsible 
for his subseque;; t entry into the imperial service as praefectus 
t1ohortis. ' 
When the patron in question was the proconsul of Africa, a consular of some 
twelve or fifteen years standing) we may expect that-the patronagewould be 
lit. 
correspondingly effectiveo In two cases we may certainly suppose the 
continuing patronage of a proconsul; M. Aemilius Respectus and Ti. Claudius 
Hispanus both received commissions as tribunes of III Aupusta, and we may 
suppose that the proconsul recommended these appointments immediately on 
relinquishing office. True., Hispanus, served as scriba quaestorius after his 
prefecture; but if this post was not merely a sinecure,, it may have been 
regarded as a further test before he was granted a commission. 
The fact that of seven men serving only as tribunes of legions, three 
were former praefecti fabrum is extremely significant; the praefecti fabrum 
were the pick of the municipal magistrates., and the men serving only as 
military tribune were the social cream of the equestrian officers., men who 
served with the colours for the distinction it brought them, rather than 
because they wished for a career in the army. 
It is clear that the praefecti fabrum., chosen by senators for that post, 
were men of unusual distinction in local affairs$ and men who if they chose 
had. excellent prospects for a career in the emperor's serviceo It is also 
clear. that they were often men of especially good families - the Aemilii 
Proudly, retained 
' 
the urban tribe Falatina, * the Otidii bore a nomen which was 
extremely rare outside Italy., and which occurs nowhere else in Africa., 
' 
one 
of them emphasising his Italian ancestr7 with the cognomen Praenestinus. 
That this family was important is borne out by the fact that in each of these 
cases two brothers served as praefecti fabrum. 
It remains now to consider haw long the post of praefectus fabrum was of 
importance, Most, if not all, the fifteen prefects from Africa can be 
dated to a period, if not to a specific year, One man was prefect under 
Tiberius, and six others later in the first century. Six prefects are 
datable to the first half of the second centur7, and another to some period 
within the second centurye The latest of the group is C, Ca1purnius 
Rogatianus, who was gmnted the equus publicus by Marcus and Verus after 
serving as prefect. From this evidence it will be clear that the post was 
one which declined in importance; relatively few of the inscriptions 
relating to this work as a whole can be Shawn to belong to the first centur7., 
30. 
but half the praefecti fabrum are of that period. Probably by the end 
of the second century, the post of praefectur, fabrum had ceased to exist. 
Professor Birley has inform6d'me that he can trace no equestrian-officer 
serving-after the reign of Severus who had held the praefectura fabrum. 
Without surveying the evidence from the rest of the empire, it is impossible 
to say whether the African picture is an accurate reflection of the whole; 
perhaps the fact that the African material has been treated may encourage 
scholars to exnmin the wider problema- 
31. 
CHAPT"m SIX. THE qUIMUE DECURT-AE. 
'The five jury-panels, at Rome'are well knovm as one of the posts from 
which municipal dignitaries often obtained commissions as equestrian officers 
or"centurions ex equite Romano. -One of the reasons'is that such service 
at Rome enabled the potential officer to prove his talents to the emperor 
or his secretary aV'epistulis,, as well as-to prominent senators who might be 
able to further his career. Such opportunities were less frequent in the 
provinces,, where only the provincial governor would be sufficiently important 
'to offer patronage to an equestrian. 
From the four North1frican provinces., we'know of twenty-six men who 
served on-the quinque decuriae. Guey has suggested in his discussion of the 
career of L, Septi" Severus (If that the members of the ctuinque decuriae 
may be'divided into, two. groups; some were young men hoping to obtain military 
appointmentss and others were older men who had served as magistrates in -, 
their home-towns., and who usually expected no appointment after their Jury- 
-service. ' This seems a convenient divisions but it is by no means certain 
'that it is valid. Five men after, service on the decuriae became equestrian 
officers-and'one a procurator; of, these six, only one cannot, be shown to have 
been a municipal magistrate before his*adlection. Professor Birley has 
shown that the largest group-of equestrian'officers were men who had, served 
as magistrates before entering the imperial service ( RBRA P- 139)- We 
shall have occasion to modify this conclusion with respect to the third 
centurys but it seems to have held good for the first and second centuries; - 
and we shall see-that the third century is irrelevant to a study of the ý 
quinque decuriaeo The whole basis of appointments as equestrian officers 
seems'to have been the experience a man had already gained. Almost the 
only men who were regularly taken before municipal service were the sons of 
-soldiers or administrators; presumably 
they were expected to'have, gleaned 
much information f'rom the experiences of their fathers. Professor Birley' I 
has showr that these younger men (some of whom might have'served on the 
decuriae for which the minimum age was twenty-five) were never a majority, of 
the equestrian officers. Normally the men selected for service with the 
U. 
quinque decuriae seem to have been chosen on the-basis, of their proven 
ability in, their home towns, Twenty of the twenty-six. menýon our list can, 
be shown to have served for all. or, part of their municipal-cursus-before 
adlection. -The implication of Guey's paper is that magistrates were 
normally elderly or at least middle-aged; we liave seen in chapter three that thil 
is wrong. Of the six-members of the decuriae who cannot be, shown'to, have held 
municipal, office before adlection. -one became an. equestrian officer,, and 
another was commissioned as a centurion ex equite Romano. , The equestrian 
officer is Ti. Claudius Helvius Secundus., who appears to have left Caesarea 
at an early age, and clearly constitutes a special case. The centurion is 
C. Iulius Aquila;, the first recorded 
- 
point in his career is a grant of the 
ecipus licus, by Trajan or Hadrian; there is no evidence that he ever 
became a magistrate at Sicca. 
Adlection to the quinclue decuriae must have depended on the 
recommendation of imperial officials., whose attention might be attracted by 
an outstanding municipal magistrate; no doubt many such recommendations 
suggested men for the decuriae because'they seemed likely to make'useful 
equestrian officers. But whereas a man might apply for appointment as an 
equestrian officer ( of Q. Gargilius Martialis, mi1itiaej2etitor),,, there is 
no evidence that he couYd apply for adlection to the quinque decuriae, 
where he would have the opportunity of showing his capabilities-to those who 
might further his career, I 
As we should. expect., members of the decux-lae are more widely distributed 
than praefecti fabrum ' within 
the four North African provinces. (See Map 4. ) 
Nineteen are from. Proc ular-Is., five from Numidia and two from Caesariensis. 
Five are from Thugga., while several towns have produced-two. On the whole, 
service appears to have been the crown of a municipal career, rather than a 
prtAude to a career in the emperor's service. Only seven men entered the 
imperial service after being members of the ' 
decurise. While adlection might 
offer opportunities to the man ambitious for a career in the imperial 
service, it was by no. means a sine qua non, The predominance of Thugga can 
probably be explained wi+hout sugges+ing that th, *%i was unusually important, - 
though as a dependence of Carthage its citizens haa great opportunities for 
i i si. 
attracting the attention of the proconsul since it has produced more 
inscriptions relating to municipal dignitaries than any other town in North 
Africa., Carthage at least produced a higher proportion. of members of the 
depuria e among - the . known decurions. 
. Nine of the twenty-six members of, the-quinque decuriae from. North 
Africa had previously been granted the ecuuus publicus; in every case, 
except one the equus was granted immediately before adlection. Clearly, 
the two are-closely related, and we may suppose that after acceptance for 
the imperial service ( probably implied, by the grant of-the equus) no post 
was immediately, available in the army., and, the man was 
' 
therefore-adlected 
into the decuriael; in the, three cases where no further appointment, is 
recorded, we may suppose that in the probationary appointment with, the 
decuriae the man proved unsuitable for further posts. Two men served on 
the decuriae after being -praefectu-s fabrum-, andone-before., I1 -1 1 
There is no evidence for men from North Africa serving vith the 
decuriae before t4e Plavian period, -. The, earliest was probably C. - Caecilius 
Gallus, although his career is not, precisely dated. The earliest certain 
appointment -was during the last years ý of - Domitian (Lt., Vettius Latro)., ý-; 
After this date there seems to be a steady stream of men going to Rome to_ 
serve on the Jury-panels. Our dated material gives us one example under.. 
Nerva, two under Trajan, three under Hadrian and seven under, Pius. -None 
are recorded under Marcus or Commodus, C.. Iulius Crescentianus Instantianus 
appears to have owed his promotion to Pertinax and Q. Sittius Paustus to 
Caracalla.. These are the latest dated instances of Africans serving on 
the quipque decuriae; there is nothing to suggest that appointments 
continued to be made after this period, and, it is suggested that the 
decuriae, had already lost much of their importance by, the time of Marcus 
Aurelius, 
3ý. 
allAPTER SMN. 1QUUS PLJMICUS. 
Grants of the equus Publicus, -are' conventionally expressed in the'form 
tequo publico exornatus ab imperatoret or in-similar phrases, the na'Re of 
the emperor being frequently givene -In consequenceýa considerable number"-''-- 
of them can be-dated 0 '- Others., '-eege the grant, to C,, Iulius Crescentianus 
Instanlianus can be dated by inference; ' where a dedication to an emperor 
is-made by a man-who had received no other imperial favours. -it is rea: sonable 
to suppose that the emperor in'question was responsible for bestowing the' 
equus ]2)2blicus. Unfortunately no adequate study of the equus publicus has-., z 
been made., and no ancient source informs us of its'precise significance. 
With this proviso.. 7some attempt will be made to deal with'the outst4inding 
problems, in the light of the African evidence. '- A's in the"case'of the, 
quinctue decur-lae., it'iB not possible to reach a final estimate on the 
importance of this post until all the knowi cases from the empire as a whole 
have been studied. 
Welhave seen that the grant of the'equus Publicus was nominally made 
bY-the. emperor. While the emperor himself might not see many of the 
candidates himself., his secretary ab epistulis would presunably deal with 
them individually., - As in the case of1he'quinque decuriae., grants-of the 
equus-publicus must have been mainly dependent on the recommendation of the 
provincial Wernors, * '- This is bome out by the, fact that - those who -"" 
received the equus seem I normally to'have completed their municipal cursu in 
doing this they will have had the opportunity to attract the attention of 
the governor or his staff. 
_ýLuus 
publicus is clos y The grant of th e e. el' linked with service " on the", 
quin ue decuriae or as Praefectus fabrLim it normally occurs'before any post 
in th e imperial service 0 although many careers 
do not mention, the'ectugs at allo 
The'equus is never granted to a man who is'already an equestrian'-it seems 
cOllear that in every case where it is grantedto a member'of thedecuriae 
or to a equestrian officer,, the grant occurs before 
(usually-inýaediately 
before)'the other service. The suggestion i's therefore put forward that the 
3S.. 
equus was given as a- sign'that'a-man had been made an equestrian; when the 
grant is mentioned in a career., it will mark the stage at which the man became 
an equestrian. We are then left-with the question whether the grant of the 
equus implies more than that the recipient became an equestrian. Professor 
Birley has suggested that it may imply acceptance for equestrian public service. 
On the basis of the North African evidencep we must regard this suggestioný 
as 'Not proven'. 'Of thefifty-seven men-from North-Africa known to have 
received the aguus., only-elevenýare known to have entered the imperial 
service; but none certainly-failed to-do so. - Q. Iulius-Aquila obtained a 
direct commission as centurion after service in the'Suinque decuriaes,. presumably 
preferring the chance of permanent employment offered by the centurionate - 
(as Pertinax did at a rather, later date, SHA, Pertinax 1.5 - 6),. But this 
does not necexsarily imply-that he was not originally accepted for service 
as an'equestrian; he would be accepted for, the centurionate ex equite Romanol. 
This was lais qualification for a commission, -Just as another person might 
be qualified as evocatus Augusti; the phrase doesýnot imply that he ceased 
to be an equestrian. M. Helvius Melior Placentius Sabinianus Samunianus, 
after receiving the equus publicusl became fl&men and then sacerdotalis 
Provinciae Africae before holdingýtwo procuratorships. -, While the 
interpretation of this career is uncertain it is not unlikely that the 
emperor regArded the chairmanship of the provincial council of Africa as 
adequate qualification for promotion-to a procuratorship without the usual 
preliminary of equestrian military service, The other nine men who entered 
the imperial service all had straightforward careers as equestrian officers. 
We are however faced with the problem of forty-six men who were granted 
the 22uun but are not recorded in the imperial service. Three of these 
forty-six., P. Curius Servilius Draco, M. Manlius Modestus Quietianus and C. 
lulius Crescentianus Instantianus, may have proved unsuitable for further 
ployment during their probationary period with the qu - 
cu em inque de riae' C. 
Caecilius Gallus seems to have been engrossed in local and provincial affairs., 
and may not have wished for a post in the imperial service. Many of the 
other men set up inscriPtiOnS on the occasion of the grant of the equus, and 
are clearly inadmissible in eviclen, 00. The remAincler record merely municipal 
appointments; they may not have wished for appointments in the imperial 
u.. 
service if no post was immediately, 'available. ---,, -We cannot, rej ect, Professor. 
Birley's theory., but-must admit that the North African evidence is 
inconclusive, 
The geographical-distribution of. recipients of the esaus publicus is 
far less, general than that of, egýestrian officers, -. (See Map 5, and compare., 
it with Map 6. )-, Twenty-nine of the fifty-seven grants of the equus publicus 
went to men from the Proconsularisp twenty,, to inhabitants of, Numidia and 
only six to men from Caesariensis, and two to men from Tingitana. The 
explanation is not difficult to find; of the equestrian officers from 
Caesariensis, a-large proportion., are datable-to the third century. , ýVe shall 
see that the - equus- publicus as such is last known under Caracalla. The.. -,. 
greater influence of the senatorial governors of-Proconsularis and. the-.., 
de facto province of Numidia may also have relevance;. in any case, the 
distribution of the equus publicus seems to reflect pretty accurately the_ 
relative backwardness of municipal life in Caesariensis and Tingitars.. . 
As we have indicated above., the last datable grant of , the equus- publicus 
to a man from North Africais -under Severus and Caracalla. -, 
This is -the case 
of C. Pompeius Felix Octavianus who was I equo publico ornato ab divis 
Severo et Magno Antonio', No other person is knowt to have received the 
eaugs after the reign of Pertinaxs except presumably Q. Paddius Victor 
Candidianus. As late as the reign of Elagabalus or even Severus Alexander 
he may have been equo publico exornatuss for immediately after this he 
records that he was mag. sac. Cerer. anni. CCIMIII. This is to be dated 
to the period 219 - 223; if the grant of the eaugs publicus immediately 
preceded its that grant will be considerably later than any, other know: q from 
the North African provinces. Hawever by the reign of Severus Alexander the 
use of the term seems to have died out. Men still continued to be made 
equestrians in order to qualify them for the imperial service as Praefecti 
cohortium; but they did not use the words equus publicus. Q. Rupilius 
Honoratus was in equestres turmas adlectus a divo Alexandro., and. L. Caecilius, 
Athenaeus, had clearly no knowledge of the phrase, for he describes the stage 
of his career between +he flaminate Ancl equestrian military service as 
eq(ues) R(omanus), We may postulate a mason's error, at this point, since 
371., 
some scholars find other items in the'inscription suggestive of carelessness; 
but to postulate errors by the mason to explain all difficulties is a dubious 
expedient. I suspect that L. Caecilius Athenaeus intended eq. R. to be on 
the stone because he had not received the equus publicus since this term had 
ceasel to exist by the reign of Severus Alexander. We have'only one 
inscription mentioning the equus publicus under Severas (IIA 137), and we may 
suggest that it was under Severus that the term finally dropped out of use, 
Two inscriptions (VIII 1576 and 6995) suggest that it still persisted under 
Pertinax., though they are not conclusive of his generosity. 
Almost all the datable examples of the equuspublicus are from the 
second century. It is surprising to find that the earliest example is from 
Tingitana.. M. Caecilius, Ibzatha, perhaps from the reign of Claudius. M. 
Vettius Latro and C. Caecilius Gallus received their grants under'the'Flavians, 
and there may have been one or two others from this period, In -the second 
century., Trajan has two grants, Hadrian four., Pius three,, Marcus (sometimes 
with Verus or Commoaus) nine and Commodus one. Two grants were probably made 
by Periinax and one dates to the reign of Severus and CaracaUa, It would 
SLPPear therefore that the granting of the equus to Africans was almost 
restricted to the second century., 
J 
U 
CHAPTER EIGHT. BýUESTRIAN CFFICERS FRCtA NORTH AMCA. 
It will be noticed at once that few of the equestrian officers 
I 
whose 
careers are precisely dated are of the first centux7. Two onl I y., both natives 
of Thuggaj, are to be placed before the accession of Vespasian. The first of 
these is L. Iulius Crassus who was duovir at Carthage or at Mustis before 
becordng tribune of, XXI LaEax in Germany; he received aedilicia, ornamenta. 
for some sex-vice to Gaius,, and on returning to Africa became duovir 
quinquennalis The other man is mentioned on AE 1922p 109; he was prefect 
of a cohort by 54, when he made a dedication to Claudius. ' He was also 
flamen Augusti (presumably at Carthage) and perhaps patron of Thugga as we'll. 
Some explanation of the importance of Thugga at this period seems to 
be necessary. A double co=nunitY Of Pagus and civitas is recorded under 
Iiadrian, g but in the first century only 
the paLLrus is recorded; it lay within 
the territorium of Carthage.. and many men from the town held magistracies 
in the provincial capital. The importance of magistracies at Carthage wiil' 
be seen from the discussion in Appendix Four. It is presumably duelto, this 
close connection with Cartýage, and to the very large number of inscriptions 
found at Thuggas that we owe the apparent supremacy of Thugga. in the first 
century contribution to the equestrian service. 
In the period from the accession of Vespasian to the death of Trajan,, 
rather more Africans obtained conmissions, as equestrian officers. Four are 
certainly known. A man from Sabratha. 
(IRT 98) served on the quinque decuriae 
at Rome under Vespasian or Titus; he was later decorated* The text is 
fragmentax7,. but the man is likely to have received his decorations for 
service as an equestrian officer rather than as a centurion; progress from 
the five jur7, -panels to the centurionate'vas the exception rather than the 
rule, Ti. Claudius Helvius Secundus., a native of Caesarea, was _praefectus 
! %, b gt Rome,, and then a member of the quinque decuriae before being prefect f 
of two cohorts., tribune of two legions and prefect of two alae; the known 
career concludes with two further posts at Rome, as scriba quaestorius and 
scriba aedilicius. The inscription to him was set up to record his promotion 
I'l. 
in absentia to all'the magistricies'of his'home tovin. ' IL Vettius Latro was- 
a native of Thuburbo Wus.. but, like other men he served as'a decurion and 
magistrate at Carthage, In 93 he was priestýof Ceres (cf Appendix. -Four)., -and 
before the death of Domitian received -the equus publicus and became itidex at 
Rome. The post of praefectus fabrum'was'followed by equestrian'military-, 
service M3.1 in one post in each of the tres' * itiae. ý This in turn was followed 
by a number of procuratorships., culminating.. after a break in his career., in 
the ducenarian procurator--hip'of Mauretania Caesariensis., in-which he, is 
attested in 128. The final career in this"graup is that of Q'40-Voltedius 
Cptatus Aureliams., who"seems to have been granted the equUS publicus and 
adlected to the five jury-panels"after a minicipal'career which rose as. high 
as the flaminate of Nerva. -One'military appointment followed., the tribunate 
of VI Victrix, held early in the reign of Hadrian. -- On return to Carthage. ' 
he was successively magister sacrorum. Ce'realium, duovir, and duovir c uennalis, - juinq 
It is noteworthy that of the men so far mentioned,, two held only the 
military tribunate., and two are not, kncnm to have proceeded beyond the command 
of a cohort. Only one became a procurator., and M. H. G. Pflaum. has shoVM that 
it is likely that he only became-'a ducanarian through the accident of service 
on the Danube with the future empercr Hadrian*' 'It is fairly clear that even 
as late as the reign of Trajan, the'African contribution to the equestrian 
service was of little importance, although there are one or two men not 
mentioned above, whose careers are probably to be assigned to the first century - 
e*ge M. Aemilius Respectus-and Porponius Crispinus. 
Under Hadrian and his immediate successors., a change becomes apparant. 
From 117 to 192, we know of twenty-six certainly dated eqLiestrian officers 
y-two are known. from the African provinces; after the death of Conmodus., twent 
It is quite clear that Severus was only able'to promote'so many Africans to 
the highest posts because they already had some experience in the imperial 
service. Q. Aemilius Laetuss the praetorian prefect responsible for the death 
of Commodus and Pertinaxs, was an African; he was himself put to death by 
Didius lulianus* L. Alfenus Senecio the elder was procurator of Gallia 
Belgica and the Two Geimanies under Marcus or Conmodus; his son became a 
., and 
became consular governor of Syria Coele and Britain under Severus* senator 
40. 
his career had almost certainly started under Conmodus. Subatianas Proculus. 
and his elder brother Subatianus Aquila, who were respectively consul 
(210 - 211) and prefect of Egypt 
( 203 - 210) under Severus., must both have 
started their equestrian careers before that emperor's accession. P. Messius 
Saturninus,, one of the distinguished jurists of the reign of Severus., and 
Plautianus, the praetorian prefect,, must similarly have been in the imperial 
service before 193. In 193., the important consular provinces of Upper 
Pannonia and (if we can believe SHA) Britain were both governed by Africans, 
We may reasonably suspect that Africans were already the largest single 
provincial group in the imperial service; while it is true that Severus came 
to the throne because he was nearer to Rome than his rivals, and because he was 
able to defeat his rivals, it may also be true that he received support in 
Rome because of the number of Africans in Government service; certainly it 
cannot be said that he was solely responsible for the influx of Africans 
into the imperial service in the late second century. At most,, he assisted 
a strong and increasing tendency to place Africans in all ranks of the 
senatorial and equestrian services* 
Statistical analysis shows that there are significant contrasts 
between the careers beginning before 193 and after that date; for convenience.. 
we may regard these groups as_second and third century respectively. In 
the first group, twenty-five strongs are seven men from Africa Proconsularis, 
eleven from Numidia. and three from Mauretania Caesariensis*' (In all these 
analysest those men not accounted for by provinces are assignable only to 
the African Provinces as a whole, usually an the basis of nomenclature). 
The third centur7 group includes seven from Proconsularis, seven from Numidia 
and seven from Caer-ariensis in a total of twenty-two* This in itself does 
not seem to reveal =ch,, apart from the increasing importance of Caesariensis., 
and especially of AUZ-Ja, which produced four of the seven men here recorded. 
(See Map Six). 
Ir we turn to a wider surveyj, dividing almost all the known careers 
between the second and third centuries on the basis of style and-fom (there 
are sufficient differences between the 'two periods to-enable us -bo do -Ehis 
fairly accurately)j, and ignoring the harAAa of proven first-century date,, we 
0. 
can see the change in recruiting far =re clearly. This-widerxanga. gives 
us fifty-four second century careers and thirty-eight of, later date, - 
In the firstperiod-there are thirty men from Proconsularis, fifteen 
from Numidia and nine from Caesariensise In'the third-centptry, the -, ý 
contribution of the senatorial province drops to'ten; Numidia. is almost- 
unchanged, with thirteen,, and the, contribution of Caesariensis rises to fifteen* 
It seems clear that in the third century the conditions of military 
service had became less attractive to the more highly Romanised section of 
the community. Even in the western provinces of North-Africa, thisýisý--,. 
apparent. Ten of the fifteen Numidians in-the third century group were 
natives of the military area - four came from Lambaesis,, two-from Batna, -two- 
from Mascula and two from Timgade Inýthe second century, with the same'total 
of Numidians.,, this military areahad, produced only four equestrian officers; 
the majority came from Cuicul (four)s, 'Cirta (two) and Thubursicu Numidarum 
(two)ý*, In the third century, Cuicul produced two equestrian officers. -and 
neither Cirta nor Thubursicu has revealed any. In Caesariensis, the change 
can be seen with equal clarity. The old towns of the coastal"area-like 
Caesarea., Sa2dae and Tipasa, produced eight out of the nine equestrian officers 
from Caesariensis, in the second century (four of them coming from Caesarea 
itself)'* The ninth man was probably also a native, of Caesarea, Ofý-the 
fifteen third century equestrian officers from Caesariensis, this-group, 
produced only seven (three from Caesarea) while the inland-nilitary zone 
produced five - all from Auziao 
The rise to inportance of Auzia requires some explanation (cf; Appendix 
Three). Although chartered as a, municipium by the reign of Marcus and 
Commodusm it does not appear to have flourished-until after the establishment 
of a colony by'Severuse -It is to the third centur7 that almost all-the 
inscriptions found at Auzia belong, and all the equestrian officers-from the" 
town are of this periode Auzia was primarily a military settlement, directed 
against the tribes of the Mauretanian interior. In its territory., a. 
vexillation of Moorish cavalry was stationed., and there are indications that 
it was in the nature of a local militiax co=, ande&Iby aecurions of A=ia. 
V1. 
We are, I believe, 'justified in seeing in the rise of A=ia: a growthýin 
the importance of the military elements Yrithin the empire., By"the third 
centuryS military service was-no longer attractive enough to tempt the. upper 
classes of the highly Romanised tomiss and as a class-they, were dropping out 
of the imperial service, just as were the older senatorial families in the 
same periode For a time it was possible to raise the necessary officers 
from military settlements like Lambaesis and Auzia., but by tl-ie end of the 
third cmýtury., equestrian officers of municipal origin had ceased to be To e 
than a memory,,, 
Yet it would be wrong to -see in Auzia -a purely military settlement., 
One of the equestrian officers from the towz'seems to be the Gargilius 
Martialis who was responsible*-for a treatise on horticultureand other rustic 
subjects which has been compared favourably with-the work of the elder Pliny; 
he is also reputed to have written a history of Severus Alexander (of IMRA 
P- 170 and Prosopography no., 80). The point is not capable-of definite - 
proof, but the dating of the writer and the equestrian, officerLappear to be 
alyn st the same; the opportunity for the study of the olive in. Worth, Africa 
can scarcely be paralleled elsewhere in the empire (ef'Camps-Fa-brerp--passiLa). 
Further points arise from'a comparision of the-periods before and 
after 193. Taking the narrower basis given by those careers which are-not 
securely dated, we find that in the second century nine men are not recorded 
as holding any post beyond the comtnand of a quingenary cohort,,, compared with 
two in the second period (which includes four less careers than the first). 
only nine men reached the third-militia as'praefectua equitum, and only One m-An 
the fourth (the co=3and of a milliary jalas cf BBRA pp. 148 - 3j+g) in the 
earlier period. Nine out of twenty-five became procurators on leaving the 
equestrian military service* By contrast, the third centux7 affords at 
least twelve men out of twenty-two who rose to command alae and tl=ee who 
commanded alae milliariae in addition to four others who were a militiis 
and who may have been praefecti equitum, before retiring. 
The tem a militiis cloes not Imean 
that thtothree militiae had been 
completed; simply that the holder of the title had left the equestrian 
military service. Q. Gargilius llaýrtjalis was successively prefect of 
a cohort, tribune of a milliary cohort and a militiis: P. Aelius 
(fli. 
Twelve of the twenty-two - men - from the third centux7 are krxnm to have , 
become procurators after the end, of-their militaz7 career. -. It will. be- 
clear. from the figuresý(not a2l drawn from inscriptions recording conplete 
. careers) 
that at no period waspromotion to the procuratorial service- 
certain, and that a majorityLof equestrian officers had probably, no hope-of 
a permanent career-in the inperial service. 
, Such promotion to procuratorships appears to-have been given to only 
-a small proportion of equestrian officers* Of a total of one hundred and 
. seven equestrian officers assignable to the North African provincesý only 
. twenty7five are knovm to have received equestrian-procuratorships on 
conpletion-of their military service., Evenýmaking allowance for those who 
were still serving-when our record of the career was set up,,. it is apparent 
that only a small proportion of equestrian officers-had a chance of becoming 
procuratorso . Of the twenty-five men who became procuratorsýafter 
equestrian military service., nine began their careers before 193 (though two 
may have owed their promotion to Severus) and twelve after that. datev the 
-others cannot be dated clearly. _ Prospects were clearly better for the., man 
-who-began his career as an equestrian officer under the Severan Cýymsty. 
How far the improved prospects were due to the African origin of the, imperial 
, familyp and 
how far to the greatly increased number of-procuratorial posts,, 
we cannot say* M. Pflaum lays great stress on the importance of Afx! icans 
under Severus; I should be prepared to. question his conclusion that Africans 
were over-represented in the 'Civil-Serv-1cel due to the African-origin of 
the-emperor* The over-representation is not as great as M. Pflaum, suggests 
several of his 'African' procurators might have been natives of any-province 
in the west of the empire. The suggestion that the many procuratorships 
in Proconsularis and Numidia were reserved for Africans must be rejected; 
the evidence is insufficient to warrant any such conclusion. It is not 
valid to assume., as U. Pfla= seems to do in one or tro instances, that 
service in African or a dedication in Africa is sufficient. to establish the 
African origin of a procurator. -We kn0W of several instances where men 
from Africa aia serve as procurators in their own provinces; but this is 
not a valid reason for saying that a procurator serving in A: Vriea is ipso 
facto of African origin. 
W& 
The period following the accession of Severus shows-& marked decline 
in the ni3nber of men who were magistrates in their home towns before becoming 
equestrian officers* In the second centur7 group., six men are known to have 
been magistrates., and another served as praefectus fabmm; inthe third 
centur7 group only one =n., L. Caecilius Athenaeus of Sufetula,, is known to 
have been a magistrate before receiving his commission. There is no case 
from the African provinces after 193 of a man serving as praefectus fabrum. 
or as iudex on the qqinque decuriae before military service, though the 
ktI%Ctk 
quinque decuriae survivedkthe reign of Caracalla at least. Nor,. after the 
reign of Caracalla., was acceptance for PA14Aý service still described as 
an imperial grant of thqýquus puýlicus; in fact the term had dropped out of 
use, so that in the reign of Severus Alexander (if 11. Pflaures tentative 
dating is correct), L. Caecilius Athenaeus had to describe his acceptance 
for the equestrian public service (after being duovir and flamen perpetuus) 
by the phrase eques Romanus inserted in the middle of his career. 
It has been known for some time that at all periods a number of men 
entered the emperor's service wi#x direct commissions as tribunus militum, 
angusticlavius., and Professor Birley has shown that the men who served in 
only this one post must have been carrying out duties which were administrative 
and judicial rather than military; it seems likely that they had no desire 
for a military career as such (RBRA P. 138). The only two such careers 
which can be securely dated have already been mentioned. L. Iulius Crassus 
must have served as tribune of XXI under Gaius or Tiberius; Q. Voltedius 
Optatus Aurelianus was tribune of VI Victrix in the early years of Hadrian, 
though his career began with a grant of the equus publicus from Trajan. 
None of the other five careers of this type which occur among the equestrian 
officers from North Africa contains anything to suggest that it is to be 
dated after the end of the second centux7. In two cases the tribe mentioned 
is an urban tribe* Q. Pomponius Crispinus belonged to Collina, and M. Aemilius 
ResPectus to Falatina; both came from coastal towns where Roman settlement 
was of considerable antiquitys and there is evex7 reason to suppose that they 
are to bc dated to the first century (cfýPrOSOPOgraphy for detailed reasoning). 
It is noteworthy that all but one of the men in this small group who 
49. 
received direct commissions as tribune, and who served in no further, 
appointment., had mudcipal careers of some distinction; with them we may 
compare the evidence from Spain.. where many provincial priests became tribuni 
and held no other military appointment, L. Iulius Crassus was duovir at 
Carthage and praefectus fabrum before becoming tribune; he aftervards 
received aedilicia ornamenta from Gaius and rose to be duovir quinquennalis 
at Carthage. Q. Voltedius Cptatus Aurelianus seems to have been flamen ' 
at Carthage before receiving the ecTuus publicus from Trajan. Haarian 
adlected him into the quinque decuriae and made him tribune of VI Victrix: 
after leaving this post he was priest of Ceres at Carthage - an important 
municipal priesthood - and rose to be gAncluennalis. Q. Pomponius Crispinus 
was dutmi7ir quinquennalis before being commissioned, and Ti. Claudius 
Hispanus was flamen perpetuus, praefectus fabrum and scriba quaestorius before 
becoming tribune of III Augusta. M. Aemilius Respectus was praefectus fabrum 
and flamen perpetuus before appointment as tribune. L. Pompeius ianus 
was another man who became flamon perpetuus before his tribunate. His . 
service with 11 Adiutrix is qualified by the term sexmenstris, used also by 
the younger Pliny in requesting a tribunate for Varisidius Nepos (Epistulae 
IVP 4); it well Indicates that Pompeius had no desire for a military career 
of any length. Q. Herennius Martialis received the equus publicus before 
becoming tribune., and died wbile still tribune at the age of thirty-seven; 
such an age makes it virtually certain that he had served as duovir in his 
home town., for which the miniim= age was thirty. Only Castus of Lepois has 
no earlier career recorded.. The careers here outlined poem to support 
Professor Birley's view that these men were serving in a magisterial capacity, 
and that they had no desire for a specifically militax7 career. It also 
seems clear that the number of men commissioned as tribune for one tour of 
duty was declining from the first century onwards. 
Some reference has been made to the previous careers of equestrian 
officers. Professor Birley has already provided the main outline of the 
subject (in his paper on 'The Equestrian Officers of the Roman ArWI.. IMPA 
P. 133 T) . but some further points may justifiably be mentionecl. Professor 
Birley shows that the principal means of entx7 into the equestrian service 
was by means of municipal magistracies; from the North African careers at 
4-C.. 
least., it appears that Ymnicipal -service was not Usual for the equestrian 
officer of the third century; possibly men were recruited younger; certainly 
they were serving longer., and more men were being recruited from the ranks 
of the legions and of the praetorian guard* By the third century,, the, 
quinclue decuriae at Rome had either ceased to exist, or at least to provide 
recruits for the equestrian service. Similarly the post of praefectus 
fabrum disappears from equestrian careers by the time of Commodus. Third 
century careers leave us with little information as to the posts held before 
entering the equestrian militiae: it is possible tfiat nmicipal magistracies 
were no longer regarded as sufficiently important to deserve mention; but 
it is also possible that it had ceased to be the custom for men to complete 
their m3nicipal cursus before entering the imperial services We have already 
seen that the third century saw a shift socially as well as geographically, 
If there was less and less in the military career to attract the inhabitants 
of Italy or Proconsularis., it is likely that there was less and less to- 
attract men who had alrea4y risen to positions of importance in their home 
towns. Similarly the better prospects of a permanent career for the 
equestrian officer would attract the young man, rather than the middle-aged 
man with an established position in his home town. It is worthy of comment 
that while third century conditions were likely to attract younger men., it 
is probable that imperial policy required such men, For with the creation 
by Severus of many new procuratorships in the lower grades, it became 
necessary to retain men on the pay-roll for longer periods; while this 
continued.. it seems that inevitably policy would be directed towards recruiting 
younger men for the equestrian militiaeo 
We have now to pass to a conzideration of the provinces in which the 
equestrian officers from North Africa served. Undoubtedly, the most 
significant appointment will be the first, As we should expect from the 
size of the =7 of Britain, more first appointments were to Britain than 
to any other province (eleven, against five to Upper Germany and three each 
to ESYPt and Syria)- When we divide the first appointments between groups 
of provinces, we find seventeen to the Celtic provinces, ten to those of 
Africa, eleven to those of the Dambe and eight in the cast* It seems 
clear that there was no area closed to officers of African origins though 
p. 
as we should expect there are relatively few appointments to posts in the 
Greek-speaking provinces. 
Unfortunately there is only one clear case of promotion being 
dependent on a senatorial commander., that of Ti, Claudius Helvius Secundus, 
who went to his first comand (in Lower Moesia) with the ex-consul whom he 
had served as praefectus fabrum. For the most part the transfers of 
equestrian officers seem to lie outside the normal pattern of senatorial 
promotion. In one or two cases it is possible that a legionary legate given 
the cozmand of a praetorian province took an equestrian officer with him. 
A study of the total number of posts held by the 
ýquestrian officers 
from North Africa., by 1ý provincess gives results rather different from those 
of first appointments. Britain has still the largest total., with sixteen 
aPPointments2 Syria has seven# Upper Germany seven and Egypt five. 
Cappadocia has eight posts (four of them as tribune of XII Fulminata; only 
III Augusta had as many African tribunes)t and Lower Pannonia nine. By 
groups of provincesp the Celtic provinces have twenty-five., Africa seventeen, 
the Danube provinces twenty-five and the eastern provinces twenty-one. One 
reasonfor the relatively large share of the Danube and eastern provinces in 
these totals 
. 
is the tendency for men once in the east 
I 
to serve in several 
comnands there* Ti. Claudius Helvius Secundus was prefect of cohorts in 
Lower Moesia and Syria2 tribune of legions in Syria and Cappadocia and 
prefect of alae in the same two provinces, M. Vettius La, I tro served all his 
three militiae in Lower Pannonia,, unless he was with the ala Siliana when it 
moved to Dacia. C. Aufidius M-exirmis was prefect of a cohort in Judaea 
and then tribune of XII Fulminata in Cappadocia. After comnanding a cohort 
in Syria, C,, Iulius Corinthianus held three further appointments before his 
deathp one in Upper Moesia and two in Dacia* This pattern of continued 
service within a group of provinces does not appear to the sane extent in 
Britain and the Germanies., or in Afr icas vhere equestrian officers appear to 
be more mobile. Typical Patterns for the man starting in one of the western 
provinces are: Britaint Upper Germaq6vs Cappadocia (Sex. Cornelius Dexter); 
Tingitanaj, Cappadocia, Upper Gexmmmy (Ti. Antistius Marcianus); Britain or 
Raetia., Lower Gexmany,, Hispania Tarraconensis (14 Fabius Mettianus)e A far 
'44 
greater proportion of men serving in the west are recorded i3ionly 
one post, 
it may perhaps be of value to summarise the conclusion of this 
chapter. It will have been clear to the reader that from the time of Hadrian 
Africans were of increasing inportance, in the equestrian service,, and were 
recruited in considerable nunbers; by the middle of the second century.,, an 
. pronius 
Liberalis.. had risen to be prefect of Egypt. In the African,, M. Sep 
Senate., a man from the tiny vicus of Tiddis, Q. Lollius, Urbicus,, had become 
governor of Britain., and eventually prefect of the city. The accession of 
Severus was a sign of the predominance of Africans in both equestrian and 
senatorial posts,, though it was also the signal for a further increase. in the 
xmniber of Africans employed in the imperial service. This increase. does. not 
seem to be as large as some scholars have suggested. Only a proportion of 
the equestrian officers from North Africa reached the post of praefectus 
equi and a still smaller proportion entered the procuratorial servi9e. _ 
prospects became better after the reforms of Severus,, and the subdivision of 
many of the great procuratorial departments; a far higher proportion of third 
century equestrian officers reached the third militia ' 
or entered the 
procuratorial servicee Recruiting within the African provinces shows a. 
distinct change during the period of the Principate; starting in Carthage. and 
its immediate hinterland$ it shows a tendency to move west and south in the 
ar t period beginning with the accession of Severus; it is cle hat army 
conditions had become far less attractive to the inhabitants of the more 
Romanised towns. Recruiting in the third century was largely from the 
frontier areas - southern Numidia and Mauretania Caesariensis. One negative 
point may also be mentioned; there are no equestrian officers known to be 
natives of Tingitana. The equestrian officer from North Africa found no real 
limitations as to the provinces inwhich lie might be asked to serve; there was 
a tendency for the mn once in the east or on the Dambe to remain there for 
tvTo or three comam-xU. Finally, it mast be clear that we cannot subscribe. 
to the view that it was only under Severus that Africans became of importance 
in the imperial service; it WDUld seem that their introduction to , 
adninistration came under Hadrian, and that by' the end of the second century 
they were perhaps the largest single provincial group in the emperor's service* 
0. 
APPEMIT-TO CHAPTER EIGHT. LIST-OF BýUESTRTAN OFFICERS PROM, NOMH. AMCA. 
The first colilmn gives_the reference to the Prosopography; the 
second the name of the equestrian officer; the third his town and the fourth 






























P. Aelius, Primianus 
Aelius Rufinus Polianus 
Aelius Rufus Ianuarius 
P. Aelius Silvanus 
Aemilius Crispinus 
M. Aemilius Respectus 
L. Aemilius Salvianus 
L. Alfenus Senecio I 
Q. Ancharius. Felix 
L. Annius Fabianus 
C. Annius Flavianus 
L. Antistius Lupus Verianus 
Ti. Antistius, Marcianus 
Anullius Geta 
Aponius Rogatianus 
T. Atilius Iuvenalis 
C. Aufidius, Maximus 
-. Avitius. Rufus 
T. Bebenius Iustus, 
Q. Bullatius Sabinus 
L. Caecilius Athenaeus 
L. Caecilius Caecilianus 
M. Caecilius Donatianus. 
L. Caninius lanuarius, Flavianus 
M. Cascellius -------- 
P. Cassius 
Ti. Claudius Helvius Secundus 



























































52, L, Claudius Hoptus 
53. M. Claudius Restitutus 
54. Ti. Claudius Subatianus Froculus 
55. M. Clodius Faustus Secundus 
56. Clodius Lucifer 
59. Sex. Cornelius Dexter 
61. C. Comelius Flaccus 
62. Sex. Cornelius Honoratus 
63. G. Cornelius Feregrinus 
68. P. Divius Italicus 
69. Q. Domitius Victor 
70. L. Egnatuleius Sabinus 
71. Fabius Honoratus 
72. M. Fabius Mettianus 
73. T. Flavius Gallicus 
80. Q. Gargilius Martialis 
82, Geminius Clemens 
87. C, Helvidius Diogenes 
88. M. Helvius Clemens 
90. Q. Herennius Martialis 
92. Horatius Paritor 
93. Iulius Antoninus 
94. C. Iulius Barbaras 
95. C. Iulius Corinthianus 
96. L. Iulius, Crassus 
97. C. Iulius Crescens Didius 
Crescentianus 
98. L. Iulius. Crispus 
99. Iulius Fidus Aquila 
1()0. Iulius Frontinus 
103- C. Iulius Pudens 
104. C. Iulius Rogatianus 
105. C. lulius Sabinus 
108. M. Iulius Silvanus 
111. -. Iulius ------ dianus 
Cuicul Second century. 
Cirta Second century., 
Cuicul Second century. 
MUZU0 Second, century. 
Lambaesis Third century, 
Saldae Second century. 
Thubursicu, Numidarum Second century. 
Portus Magnus Severan. 
Saldae Third centur7 ? 
Caesarea ? Second centur7. 
Calame Second century. 
Thysdrus Second century. 
Third century ? 
Segermes Second century. 
Thisiduo Second centur7. 
Auzia Third century., 
Auzia Third century. 
Timge, d Second centur7 ? 
Carthage Third century. 
Saldae Second century. 
Lambaesis Third century. 
Caesarea Third century. 
Second centur7. 
Theveste Second century. 
Thugga Pre-Claudian. 
Cuicul Second century. 
Mascula Third century. 
Sicca Veneria. Second century. 
Timgad Second century. 
Caesarea Third century. 
Third century. 
lZU10curru Third century, 
Thubursieu Numi&rum Seconcl century. 








P. Licinius Agatopus 




The two sons of L. Marcius Victor Tupusuctu; 
M. P. Messius Augustinus Maecianus 
126. - P. Messius Saturninus 
127. M. Minthonius Tertullus 
131* Li Petronius Florentinus 
132. Ti. Plautius Felix Ferruntianus 




135* Q. Pomponius. Cr-Ispinus 
137. M. Pomponius Vitellianus 
138. C. Porcius Saturninus Iunior 
139, L. Postumius Felix Celerinus 
140. P. Quintius Terminus 
142. M. Sempronius Liberalis 
Vý8. C. Sextius Martialis 
11+9- Q, Sittius Caecilianus 
150- -- Sittius 
155- L. Titinius Clodianus 
155A- L. Turranius Honoratus 
3.60. M. Valgius Aemilianus 
l6l. Sex. Verteblasius Victor 
162. M. Vettius Latro 
163. L. Vibius Latinianus Valens 
166. Q. Voltedius Optatus Aurelianus 
167. -. ----ius. Annianus 
168 - -- ----- lius Aquilinus 
169 - ------------ Castus 
170 - -------- Crescens Licinianus 
172 - -------- Marcellus 
174. Quadratus Laetianus 







































Second century ? 
First century. 
Third centux7. 
Second centur7 ? 
Third centur7,, 














Second centux7 ? 
Second centur7 ? 
Third centur7. 
Second century ? 
Third century. 
ft. 
178 - ------- ----- ianus Auzia Third century, 
180. VIII 154-37 Tabari: s Second century. 
181. VIII 15529 = ILT 1381 ThuggeL Second century ? 
183. VIII 17415 = 3IAlg. 1,99 -Hippo Regius 
181+. VIII 21054 Caesarea 
186. AE 1922p 109 nA 559 ILT 
3.499 Thugga Claudian. 
187. AE 191+9v 37 Acholla 
188. AE 1954,140 Hippo Regius First/second, 
century. 
189. IIRT 98. ýSabratha Flavian., 
it.. 
CHAPTER NINE. IQUESTRIAN PROCURATORS FROM THE TIORTH'APKCAN PROVIMM, 
A total of fifty-two equestrian procurators can be shown-to have-been, 
natives, of the North African provinces. -Of these, -M,, Aedinius-Iulianus-t- 
cannot be assigned to a specific province., though the odds`are! about, two'ýto 
one in favour of Proconsularis rather than Numidia. This man will therefore 
be omitted from any reckoning to which he cannot contribute., and discrepancies 
between'the general total and the totals recorded in any particular-ease 
will be explained by this. For convenience., and because they will normally 
have been procurators., holders of equestrian prefecturesand secretariats-- 
have been included in the list, of procurators a]ppended to this"chapter. 
Of the fifty-two procurators., thirty-four are, from Proconsularis,, 'twelve 
from Numidia, and five from Caesariensis. (See Map 7). Tingitana, has 
produced none. It is at once clear that Proconsularis has a-far higher 
proportion of procurators than of equestrian officersl(thirty-four out of 
fifty-two procurators., as against forty-four out of one hundred-'and six 
equestrian officers). When analysed according to date'of, entry; it is-seen 
that the proportions for the individual provinces remain fairly, -constant from 
the time of Hadrian onwards. There is not the same-influx in'the third 
centux7 from the frontier areas as there is with the equestrianlofficers. 
I There are no procurators from North Africa knowi in the pre-Flavian - 
period. (Decianus Catus must be regarded as an Italian' s even though theýonl 
other instances of the nomen are from Carthage and Rome; the name is'clearly 
of1talian rather than African origin, and we should-LscarcelyýeXPectýto find 
an African as procurator of Britain under Nero. ) It-is only aiýthe end of 
the first century that we find an African starting a career which was to end 
thirty years later as procurator of Caesariensia. - Receiving-the'equus1-. -. 
pxkblicus from Domitians and being adlected into the quinque-de6uriae-by*the- 
same emperors M. Vettius Latro served as an equestrian officer' and as a', 
procurator under Trajan; he must have retired towards the'end of Trajan's 
reign and received the appointment to Caesariensia in 128 on -the oocas: Lon *of 
the visit of Hadrian, who was presumably his friend. At the same perioa, 
4. 
another Africans Ser. Sulpicius Similisq enjoyed- a- meteoric ý r-ise'from. 'being 
a primipilaris in 98 to become prefect of -Egypt in 10T and praetorian, prefect 
in 112 or 113; he retired., against the will of Hadrian, in 119. -, The' only 
other procurator beginning his career -before 117-was -, T' Flavius ý, Macer. -, ý'_--His 
career was undistinguished; - he, held three r appointments on imperial estates 
in Africa, before becoming procurator-of Sicily; the career- suggests that 
he was an agriculturalist o 
In the period between -the -accession of Hadrian and, that of-, Severus., 
the number of Africans serving as. --procurators-inereased; there were twentY7 
four in this periods of whom sixteen were from Proconsularis,, six from Numidia 
and two from Caesariensis, , Four of the-six Numidians were from-Cuiculs and 
three of them achieved distinction, --, -L. Alfenus Senecio rose-to the Sýenior 
ducenarian procuratorship of Gallia Belgica and the Two Germanies,, Subatianus 
Aquila, became prefect of Egypt in 203 and his brother TZ. Claudius Subatianus 
j>roculus was adlected into, the Senate after one procuratorships becoming 
consul in 210 or 211, We have no evidence-to show the posts held', by"the- 
other man from Cuicul, Q. Iulius'Silvanus. ' The other two Numidians, C. Annius 
Flavianus and Me Claudius Restitutus, rose, no-higher than centenarian posts 
in Africa, Some note should therefore-be-taken of the'importancezof Cuicul 
at this period; it was to produce a consular govemor, of Britain (the'younger 
Alfenus Senecio) and a prefect of-the vigiless P. Cassius., under Severus, and 
a prefect of Egypt under Gallienus, (L. Titinius Clodianus). - -In-part this 
jmportanceýmay be explained by-the economic prosperity-of Cuicul; but one 
cannot, help wondering whether there was not a considerable amount ofzpride in 
the town amongst those who went into the imperial service; this might well 
take the form of supporting the candidature of another man from Cuiculs even 
if he were not personally known; in, effect -I the Old School Tie 
However it was not only Numidia which produced men capable, ofi, reaching 
the highest posts. Me Sempronius, Liberalis' a native of Acholla ýwas prefect 
of Egypt c 154 r 159; Q. Aemilius Laetus,, 
ýe 
praetorian prefect responsible 
for the appointment of Sevenis to the ýgovernorship of PaLnnonia Superior. -and 
for the, murder of Commodus ancl Perti ne , vms a native of Thaenae. ý ý'A' rla+ive 
of, Siecas P* Licinius Papirianuss was a- rationibus during the Joint reign -, ---ý -I, - 
of Marcus and Verus., A man from Saldae, in Caesariensis, Sex. Cornelius 
Dexter$ became procurator of Belgica and the Two Germanies under Pius. P. 
Messius Saturninus of Pheradi Maius must have started, under Commodus. the 
career which ended as trecenarian secretary a declamationibus Latinis. under 
Severus. Similarly. Flautianus, the praetorian prefect of Severus., must 
have been in the imperial service before 193. Clearly by the reign of 
Commodus, it was-possible-for a man of, African birth to rise to the. highest 
equestrian. posts,, and as has. been-suggested elsewhere in, this dissertation, 
Africanst maywell havebeen the dominant provincial group in, the imperial 
administration before-the accession of- Severus. ý -ý -'r -ý1", -1 ' 
Under Severus., the influence of Africans-is -well known.. Seventeen of 
the procurators from North Africa seem to have begun their career. -in, the 
imperial service between 193 and 217. Of these, ten wqre-from, Proconsularis,, 
four, from Numidia and two from-Caesariensis. -To, them may 
be added the man 
of uncertain African origin,, M. Aedinius Iulianus. Prominent among the 
procurators, of this period, is-M., Opellius Macrinus,, praetorian prefect, under 
Caracalla and successor of that emperor, . P, Cassius ------- woultd. also 
appear to have become prominent at this period.,, f-M. Pflaum's. dating is,. 
_ 
U. 
correct. He probably, beoame praefectus annonaep Apart from these two 
men, no procurator who started, his career under Severus is known to 
reached morethan a junior ducenarian post. . The Africans whom Severus- 
appointed to the highest posts were already in the imperial. service,. before 193- 
severus was-responsible for the creation of a large. number of junior 
procuratorial appoiiltments., and, it was to fill these that many of the Africans 
of this period were recruited. 
, 
After the death of Caracalla.,. we find another. eight African recruited 
as procurators.. Five were from Proconsularis., two from Numidia and. one from 
Caesariensis, Of these, M. Attius Cornelianus became praetorian prefect 
under Sever= Alexanders and a relativej, C. Attius Alcimus Felicianuss, was 
praefectus annonae under the two Philips.,. deputising on different occasions 
for the praetorian prefects and for the Praefectus vigilum, L. Titinius 
Clodianus had a lengthy career which culminatecl in the prefecture of Egypt 
under Gallienus. None of the other men, of. this. 
. period achieved-any,. comparable 
Q,. 
distinction, but when we remember that Aedinius Iulianus was - praetorian ý 
prefect at the beginning'of the reign of Severus' Alexander, we, -realise that 
the number of Africans in the highest equestrian posts was as ýgreat as it 
had ever been, even if there' is not the evidence for a large number of 
Africans in Junior posts. 
'. When we consider the types of career followed-by-the procurators, from ý 
North'Africa, the geographical distribution is significant. - ý-Of, the'six men 
whose careers may be termed Iciviliant'five were from Proconsularis; -and, 
the other from Caesariensis, This, man was M, Opellius Macrinusiýtheýfuture 
emperor, and he clearly-constitutes a special case,, since his'qualification 
for the emperorts procux-atorial, service was employment. as the steward of', 
Plautianus. 
_ýThe general-pattern 
of civilian-type procuratorial careers 
suggests that these men came primarily from the more highly romanized 
provinces., and in Africa specifically from the proconsular province. 
Only'three men demonstrably followed ýthe type, of career whichýwe may - 
term Imilitax7l - that which was mornally served in provincial appointmentst 
often-as procurator-governor with command of-troops. .- Of these three men, 
one,, Ser. Sulpicius Similis seems to have been a native of Carthage; he 
was-praetorian prefect at the end of Trajan's reign. The others were both 
natives of Cuicul. We have not a complete record of the career of L. Alfenus 
Senecio., but'he is known to have held two military sub-prefectures at-the- 
beginning of his career as a procurator, and to have become governor of 
Mauretania Caesariensis., in commandýof a considerable force of auxiliary 
troops. - L. Titinius Clodianus started by serving in the-four militiae -a 
fact which in itself suggests militax7 distinction - and in the course of a 
varied career became acting governor of Numidia., procurator of the ludus 
maEMius and prefect of Egypt with the command-of its legion. The small 
numbers in this group are in partexplained by the-number of inadequately 
recorded-careers; several other men, who might qualify for this, group - e. g. 
Clodius Lucifer - are only known from their service in one or-two posts 
which do not enable us to aeterTaine the type of career followed*, -, 
As might be expected., the vast maJority of the men who can be assigned 
f 
to a specific type of procux-atorial career fall into the class of men who 
held only minor provincial appointments. Eighteen careers are certainly of 
this type, and many of the others which are incomplete will probably have 
fallen within this classification also. 
In considering the earlier careers of procurators, we must bear'in mind 
the fact that many of them do not tell us what they had done before entering 
the imperial, service. Only six procurators from Africa Proconsularii and two 
from Numidia can be shown to have held municipal 'office. Probably the number 
was much greater.. since most procurators will have been equestrian officers,, 
and the, largest group of equestrian officers will previously have been 
magistrates in their home towns. Others who became procurators after the 
post of advocatus fisci may also have been magistrates before entering the 
imperial service* 
Eight procurators from North Africa can be shown to have held the 
post of advocatus fisci, before becoming procurators, 
(This does not include 
men who held as a centenarian appointment the post of advocatus fisci Romae. ) 
In'two cases,, this was the preclude to a distinctively civilian career; in 
the. others the career is one served in minor provincial posts., or is not 
completely recorded, 
Twenty-five of the fifty-two men on our list are known to have served 
in the equestrian militiae. In chapter eight we have already discussed the' 
Possibilities of advancement for these men,, and have shown-'that their'chances 
of obtaining procuratorships improved considerably as a result of the refo=s 
of severus, and his creation of a large number of sexagenarian posts. We 
must however correct that suggestion slightly,, by saying that the balance of 
the posts in the different grades before Severus (as enucleated, by Mý*"H. G, 
pflaum) is questionable. Some at least of the posts ranked by M, Fflaum 
as centenarian and ducenarian in the second century ( on the basis of third 
centur. V evidence) must have been up-graded to those ranks under Severuse 
F, ven go, the procuratorial service must have been unbalanced beý6re the sub- 
division of some of the great bureaux and the appointment of a number of 
junior procurators within theme I 
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It will now be clear that there -is "nothing -to suggest a westward shift 
in the-areas from which procurators were drawn# comparable with-the change. 
in the areas from which equestrian officers were recruited.,,; 'There"is, no, - 
increase in the importance of Numidia and Caesariensis in the third centu'7 
for the recruiting of procurators. But only three of the procurators from 
these provinces seem to have been in the imperial-serwice beforie"the reign 
of Marcus; ' M. Claudius Restitutus who had reached'his highest posVbyl. the 
middle of the second centur7, Sex. Cornelius Dexter;, who served. under Hadrian 
and-Pius and Annius Postumus; whom Mý'PfUum dates toithe'earlY second-centuz7 
on stylistic grounds e' Similarly only, three of the procurators - from .--, -i . 
Proconsularis of the period 117 - 193 can be-shown-to'have started their 
careers in the imperial service before 161. -;,,,, They are Iulius, Fidus Aquila, 
procurator of Lower Dacia under Hadrian;, -P. - Licinius rapirianus who had 
risen to be a rationibus_ under Marcus and Verus; and the man xvcorded on 
AE 1954., 140, whose fragmentar7 career suggests a date at latest early in 
the second century. We may then be correct in suggesting that Africans were 
still not common in the pxvcuratorial service as late as the reign of 
Antoninus Pius., and that they were first employed in considerable numbers 
under Marcus Aurelius. We may Justifiably suspect that two Africans., C. 
Cornelius Fronto., and Q. Lollius Urbicus, who were prominent in Rome at this 
period may have had much to dowith -the change of attitude. 
Fuller discussions of all the procurators mentioned in this chapter 
will be found in the prosopographical section. The number of procurators 
who have been regarded as Africans is smaller than it might have been because 
insufficient evidence has been found to prove M. Pflaum's contention that 
all procurators employed on the imperial estates in Africa were of African 
origin; such men have only been included when there has been other evidence 
to suggest that their birth-place-was in one or other of the African provinces. 
In view of the statement of the Severan jurist Paul (V, xiiv 5) that officium 
fiscale administrare ]2rohibetur in a mants Own province., Mý. Pflaum's theory 
is extremely improbable,, Moreover, some of the men who entered the imperial 
service under Severus seem to have been regarded by M. Maum as Africa= 
because of that, Here again it seems that unwarzanted assumptions have 
been made. A general study like that of M. Pflaum must of course find 
54. 
origins'for, as'many procurators as possible. - When a study like the present 
one is concermed with the study of the procurators from a particular region, 
it must inevitably be much more cautious in its assignation of origins,, and 
must submit evex7 claim to African origin to the closest scru tiny. 
Having pointed one of týhý weaknesses of 'Les procurateurs; 'eSquestres'.. 
this chapter must conclude with a tribute to that work,, andto M, Pflaumls 
Pýosopography of procurators, which I have been allowed to use in proof-form. 
Without Mo Pflaum's work.. this chapter and the prosopographical, notes on 
I :, ý, 14 1ý "dividual procurators could never have been written in their present foru, 
Only a proportion of the cases treated by V. Pflaum can be criticised at all., 
and only a small handful have had to be corrected in this work. Without 
M. Pflaum's work for reference, this chapter must of necessity have been 
far longer., yet less adequate. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER NINE. LIST OF PROCURATORS FROU NORTH AFRICA. 
The first column gives the reference to the Prosopogmpby;, the second 
the name of the procul-ator,, and the third his town. Further details will 
be found in the Prosopography. 
11 Q. Acilius Fuscus Thibursicum Bure 
2, M. Aedinius lulianus 
5- - Aelius Rufus Ianuarius Lambaesis 
7- M'. Aemilius, Clodiamus Theveste 
9. Q. Aemilius, Laetus Thaenae 
13. L. Aemilius Salvianus Lambaesis 
15. L. Alfenus, Senecio I Cuicul 
19. C. Annius Flavianus Timged 
20, - Annius Postumus Saldae 
22. Ti,, Antistius Marcianus (Circina) 
31. C. Attius Alcimus Felicianus Mun. Aurelium Commodianum.., 
32, M. Attius Cornellanus Uchi Maius 
39. L. Caecilius Athenaeus Sufetula 
41. Sex Caeciliu Crescens Volusianus Thuburbo Minus 
49- P. Cassius Cuima 
53- M. Claudius Restitutus Cirta 
54. Ti. Claudius subatianus proculus, Cuicul 
56. ClOdius Lucifer Lambaesis 
59* Sex. Cornelius Dexter Saldae 
62. Sex. Cornelius Honoratus, Portus Magnus 
70. L. Egnatuleius Sabinus Thysdrus 
73. T. Plavius, callicus Thisiduo 
74. T, Flavius Macer Ammaedara 
77. L. Fulvius Kastus Fulvianus mustis 
78- C, Flulvius Plautianus Lepcis Magna 
79o - vulvius 0000000 Lepcis, Magna 
89, M. Heivius Melior Placentius 
SaiAnianus Samunianus Althiburus 
Gf. 
911, bf. Herennius Victor Thibilis 
99* - Iulius Fidus Aquila Sioca Veneria 
102. Q. Iulius Maximus Demetrianus Sidi Amor el Djedidi 
lo6. T. lulius Sabinus Victoriarms Madauros 
109. Q. lulius Silvanus Cuicul 
110, L. lulius Victor Modianus Thagaste 
113- M. Iunius Punicus Lepcis Magna 
115, P. Licinius Papirianus Sicca Veneria 
126. P. Messius Saturninus Pheradi Maius 
129, M. OPellius, Macrinus Caesarea. 
132. Ti . Plautius Felix Ferruntianus. Mactaris 
136. -- Pomponius L... murianus Sufetula 
137. M. Pomponius Vitellianus Caesarea. 
142. M. Sempronius Liberalis (Acholla) 
11+7. C. Ser7ilius Serenus Gigthis 
148. C. Sextius Martialis Mactaris 
151, Subatianus Aquila (Cuicul) 
15340' Ser. Sulpicius Similis Carthage. 
155. L. Titinius, clodianus Cuicul 
162. M. Vettius Latro Thuburbo Maius 
165. A. Vitellius Felix Honoratus Thugga 
1739 o******9***** Nepotianus Sicca Veneria 
3.74. ... ow ....... Quadratus, Laetianus Segezues 
175. ........... , ... Sallustianus Thibursicum Bure 
188. AE 195ý.. 340 Hippo Regius 
x frlý%Wy not 4trocuratee.; + Prosceoyy il. 
Ct. 
CHAPTER TEN. PROVINCIAL COUNCIIS. 
A dual purpose in the. system, of pmvincial concilia has long been 
recognised. On the one hand they were responsible for the imperial cat, 
and on the other they were, able. todiscuss provincial affairs and present 
lists of grievanceslto. the-emperore,, - 
In particular. they might qomment,, 
favourably or adversely., on a retiring. governor, and if necessaz7 prefer 
charges against him. 
Much of the material in this, chapter is drawn from unpublished, 
dissertations by A. T. Longshaw and B. L. Cooke. Neither of these works gives 
an entirely satisfactor7 discussion of the material available; but theydo 
, 
provide a collection of the material., and many of the answers to questions about 
the organisation of provincial councils. Unfortunately both authors are 
preoccupied with the problem of further careers of members and chairmen of 
provincial 
' 
councils,, although little can be. know, on these subjects;, most 
of the inscriptions referring to chairmen were set up while they were still 
in office or immediately after they ceased to hold office. 
Most of the provincial councils of the western empire seem to have 
been created early in the first century. Tirraconensis had, a council founded 
in A. D. 15 (Tacitus, Annales 1,, 78); that of Baetica was created during the 
reign of Augustus, since it was then that the council set up VI 3126. A 
-Pontifex (ordinary member of the council)-is recorded in A. D. 19 (11 2039). 
InLusitaniaj the council existed before the reign of Caligula, since. M. - 
Aurelius C f. Cal was flamen Ti. Caesaris Aug. In the Three Gauls, the 
Joint provincial council was formed as early as 12 B. C. but that in Narbonensis 
does. not seem to exist before the. reign of Domitian (AE_1947,69,, and Cooke 
Pp. 17+ - 15). We. have little information on the foundation of the African 
councils;, the use of, 100-P-Mvin-212-2 in Caesariensis as a, means of dating 
inscriptions refers to the creation of the province in A. D. 39, and not 
necessarily to the. foundation of the provincial council. In-the first century,, 
neither Me Pomponius Maz4o-13 nor G, 1POmPOnius Crispinus held the flaminate; 




Carthage - refers 'to - the'new foundation of the city in 44 B. C. not to the 
provincial council of Africa Proconsularis. II, (ý-- 
Some dating evidence may however be supplied by the title of the 
chairman of this provincial council*. -, The earliest recorded sacerdos is C. 
Otidius Iovirms, who held office 'ami XXXVIIII!. -, -Another of the, I"--; ý ý' 
sacerdotes, P. Mumidu Satuminusi who was in office in the fourth, consulship 
of Co=odus ( 183 - 185'), gives his'year as'CXIII. --On Roman'reckoning 
'therefore the first year must be between A. D. '71- and 73., and lovinus must 
have been'sacerdos 
, 
in 109 - 111. Reference'is made, to this by. -M,: H. G. ýPflaum 
in ILAlg, II., 36p which records the career of C. Caecilius Ga. 1lus; He suggests 
'that the title flamen provinciae (so. Africae) was"first'used under, Vespasian. 
He, is presumably referring to the occasion'from which sacerd6tes are dated. 
Two other flamines are known; aýman from Bulls, Regia whose name is lost 
-(AE 1916,75 = ITA 458) and C. Iulius Crescens' from Cuicul. --The former is 
undated, but Crescens was the grandfather of C. Iulius Crescens Didius , 
Crescentianus who received the equus Publicus under Pius. The grandfather 
therefore was probably flamen AuAusti-12rovinciae at some time between c A. D. 
80 and 105., If he was# and : Lft as seems likely., -the-, title- , 
flamen'Provinciae 
is an earlier equivalent of-that of-sacerd2. s 'the change of title must have 
come at-some date between1he chairmanship of C. lulius, Crescens and that 
Of C** Otidius lovinus. ' This will give us a date not earlier than the reign 
of Domitian but before log -ýlll. -ý I.. I'. ýII 
ýIn his discussion of c. Caecilius Galluss Monsieur Pflaum. suggests, 
that-the title flamen provinciae replaced that of flamen divi luli len usage 
sous le principat des Julio-Claudiensl., - This however isnot a satisfactox7 
statements since the only flamen divi Iuli'I have been able to find in the 
North African provinces is this same'C. Caecilius Gallusý -, We, muat therefore 
assume that. the creation of a'flamen 32rovincia_e in 71 - 73-marks the, beginning 
of the provincial-oouncil on-an official basis; the flamines mentioned on 
IET'319 in 8 B. C., andýon. pther inscriptions of later dates'. must be '- 
regarded as purely locals rather, than provincials unless in fact the x1totion 
of Vespasian in 7l'-'73'VaIS a reorganisation rather than 9. foundation of a 
provincial council. (For local or curial flaminates-, sometimes qualified as 
(4. 
flamen annuus., see- Hirschfeld in ý Hermes . Xxvi s'PP. 150 -- 152). 1 It, is 
difficult to, suppose that, a, provincial -council, existed without imperial 
recognition from the time of Augustus to the time of Vespasian. 
Twelve sacerdotes provinciae Africae are known.. - in, addition -to the , 
three flamines who also seem to be chairmen of the council. Only Cuicul- has 
produced two such men, C, Iulius Crescens and Q. Iulius ------- i- who was 
the great-grandfather of the son of C. -Iulius Crescens Didius Crescentianus. 
He, was, therefore theýmaternal grandfather of Crescentianus, or his wife, 
unless he has been confused. with the father of Crescentianus,, whom we know 
to-have, been named Quintus. The latest known chairman is Basilius. 
Cirrenzianus., who was sacerdotalis p(rovinciae) A(fricae) and curator 
reipublicie, at Calama during the reign of Julian ( 36o - 363 ). Astius 
Mustelus however was d6scribed as flamen Perpetuus 
' 
as late. as 525 - 526* 
This does not imply that the provincial council continued in existence into 
the-Vandal period. Mgr. L. Duchesne has pointed out that by this date. the 
title implied little-more than nobility., 
. Mgr, Duchesne's study is important for a discussion of the positionýof 
Christians who sought to become prominent in municipal and provincial-affairs. 
The Council of Eivira was summoned as early as the reign of Diocletian to - 
discuss the position of Christians involved in pagBn worship. It was 
immediately relevant to the Diocese of Spain (though Tingitanawas not 
represented),, but it gives us an insight into a problem of the whole empire. 
It seems to indicate that the flaminate was normally annual,, and that the 
title Perpetuus indicated only a continuance of title,, not of function; this 
we should in any case guess from the number of flamines ]2er-petui recorded in 
the Album of TimgELd; it is scarcely likely that one town would have thirty- 
six representatives on the provincial council. Duchesne suggests that by 
the late fourth century the title bad become hereditary,, even for those who 
never themselves exercised the flaminate. As early as the third century, it 
had, been the custom. for duoviri and curatores to add the title of flamen 
per-petuus. -(It should be noteds however., that one of the duoviri on the 
Album of Timgad was auggr, but not flamen . The problem of Christians 
holding pagiin flaminates-was a very real one even after the conversion of 
6s. 
Constantine. Even though Christian emperors forbade sacrificý'in the imperial 
cult,, ever7thing else continued* It was repeatedly hinted that flaminates 
should be left to pagans,, and in 386 an imperial edict ruled, that Christians 
might no longer hold the provincial priesthood (Cod. Th. XII., ip 112). 
This law seems to imply that the chairmanship of the provincial council was 
still attractive by its honours and immunities,, The canons of Elvira list 
the terms on which those who had held flaminates might be admitted to the 
fellowship of the Church; normally they were excluded during their term of 
office, but might be re-admitted afterwards,, sometimes after a delay. 
Catechumens who became flamines were to be allowed baptism after another 
three years ( canon 4 Even duoviri: were not admitted to fellowship while 
in office ( canon 56 The canons deal in detail with the different 
offences against orthodoxy which might be committed by flamines, and the 
terms of re-instatement, That Christian flamines ' were a problem 
in Africa 
at the beginning of the fourth centur7 is revealed by Gesta Z! Mtionis, 
Cae6iliani. 
_P, 
L, t. viii, pp. 750 - 7530 quoted by Duchesne; the cumtor of 
Cirta in 303 was flamen perpetuus although a Christian dignitary, 
Provincial councils received considemble encouragement in the fourth 
century fro 
Im 
emperors anxious to use them as a check on their govemors. 
BY 392, attendance at meetings of the provincial council had become compulsor7 
for its members (Cod. Th. XI1v xiip 13 ). It is at this period that the 
emperors insisted, that, the council should be completely independent of the 
govemor. Cod. Th. XII., xii., 1., is of particular interest in this connecti. I on; 
it is an edict Of Constantius, and Constans dated to 355# addressed to the 
praetorian prefect Taurus., and insists that the councils in all the'African 
provinces (presumably those formed out of Afr-Ica Proconsular-is., but not the 
Mauretanias) should have an unchallenged right to pass resolutions and to 
send them to the emperor through legati. An example of this practice is 
furnished by Quintus'of Gigthis., who was sacerdotalis, (sc. I! rovinciae, ' 
Tripolitanae) and who undertook a legati presumably to Rome. A similar 
edict of Gratian (Cod, Th. XII,, xiip 9) strictly prohibited the interference 
of imperial officials.. in provincial and diocesan councils,, and makes it 
clear that such councils had the right to meet without reference to the 
governor,, vicar or praetorian prefect. 
44. 
Membership of the provincial or diocesan council in the fourth century 
seems at first sight to have been considerably larger than in the Principate. 
Cooke asserts (, P. 73) that a missive. of Honorius dated to 418 lists the men 
. whose attendance at the diocesan council of Viennensis was compulsoX7. The 
two main groups appear to be honorati and curiales. I have been unable to 
trace thisldocument., but if Cooke's interpretation is correct, and all 
curiales were compelled to attend. 9 the council-must bave been very large indeed. 
Cooke incidently suggests,. in view of this-documentV that membership must 
have become primarily official rather than elective. It must however have 
been impossible for the whole-number of curiales, from a prpvince, to meet in 
a-council; when the idea is extended to a diocesan level, it becomes-clear 
at once that-the curiales whose attendance Honorius sought to enforce must 
have been elected representatives only. , The honorati. are presumablyAhe 
only official members of the council; they are probably the ex-chairmen, 
but may be the men holding the highest offices or honores in the tovns. I 
have suggested that the elected representatives from Timgad under Julian may 
well have been four in number, as werethe other priestly. collegeSLof the 
to ; in addition the two sacerdotales. were presumably members as well. 
- Longshaw and Cooke have clarifieds, for the first time., the titles of 
members of the provincial councils in the provinces with which they have, 
dealt. In Baeticas the ordina member of the council was pontifex perpetpus, 
and the chairman flamen provinciae. . This 
latter title is given to the 
chairmen of the 
' 
councils of Lusitaniap Terraconensis, Marbonensis.. Tingitana 
and Caesariensis. Members of the councils were knowr as flamines in these 
provinces and in the Three Gauls. In Tingitans, the title was flamen coloniae 
(AE 1935,63,, Tingi) or flamen municiPii (VIII 21841 = ILM 104, Volubilis). 
The title perpetuus was normally accorded to the flamen in Proconsularis. and 
Numidia. In both of these provinces, the chairman was known as sacerdos 
' 
P nciae: in the Three Gauls his title was sacerdos Romae et Augusti ad 
confluentes Araris et Phodani. 
We have no exact knowledge of -how, long members or chairmen of provinciij 
co=ci3. s scrved. - It is 
difficult to see that continuity could be preserved 
Cl. 
if they , served for only one year; on the other hand it is clear that they did 
not serve for life. Hermogenianus tells us that'a provincial priest might 
h6ld-office more than once - sponte Provincise sacerdotium iterare nemo 
Prohibetur (Pige--st L, iv, 17). 
It seems clear that dur1rig the Principate many civitates might provide 
chairmen of the*council. There seems to have been no question of a monopoly 
of the office by any one town or canton. We have already seen that in Africa 
only Cuicul is known to have produced two sacerdotes. In the Three Gauls 
the Petrucorii produced five sacerdotes.. the Santones four,, the Redones,, 
Arverni and Mediomatrici three eacho and the Lemovicess Aedio and Carnutes 
two each. No other canton has produced more than one sacerdos, In 
Narbonensis, Rtmes has produced four flamines Provinciae, no other towns 
more than one; but the total known is only ten,, so that it would be unwise 
to suggest that Nftes was exceptionally important. ' In Lusitania three towzs 
have each produced two chairmen of the council and six other towns one each. 
Baetica has produced records ofd, nly seven flamines Provinciae, of whom four 
are recorded at Cordova. This is of no significance., since the council met 
in this tow ,A similar situation can 
becseen in Tarraconensis,, where 
thirty Of the eighty-three known flamines 32rovinciae are recorded at the 
mletiýgý-Plýce of the council in Tarraco. It is clear that not all these men 
were natives of Tarraco. In fact it appears that in no province did any one 
town have a commanding position; even in the small province of Tripolitania 
the apparent suPremacy-of Lepcis Magna canbe explained by the intensive 
excavations there and the large number of inscriptions found. 
From some of the late provinces we have no evidence of the workings of 
the provincial councils. In particulars, we know nothing about the chairmen 
of the provincial councils of. Africa BvzacenaL and Mauretania Sitifensis. 
Evidence of membership Of -these councils might be forthcoming if a close 
analysis were made of inscriptions found at the towis of these provinces. 
Neither Longshaw nor Cooke hAs been able to produce much evidence for 
-the eurther careers of provincial priests. A high proportion of the men 
from Spain who obtained appointments in the equestrian militiae after serv-ice 
41 
on the provincial council are known to have beenýchairmen of-the council. 
only, three, such men became procurators . and none went beyond sexagenarian 
posts;, C. Cludius Rectus, became 32rocurator monetae-after being praefectus 
fabrum; M, Forcius Aper-, vas successively praefectus, fabrum, tribune-of VI 
Ferrata and procurator ab alimentis; C. Aemilius Fraterus was praefectus 
fabrum twice., tribune of V Alaudad., and (apparently) procurator ad census 
accipiendos in Aquitanica., (The phrase, used is 'hie census egit in provinc. 
Gallia Aquitanic. 1) Professor Birley suggests-that the formula implies 
a Julio-Claudian date at latest'. before a regular procuratorship'ad-census 
ac2iRiendos, was established, No chairman of either of the Gaulish councils 
is known to have proceeded beyond the tribunate of a legion; in Gaul,, as 
in Spain., this was normally the only post in the militiae. Only one African 
provincial priest is known to have obtained any post in the. imperial service 
after his chairmanship. After-being sacerdos 32rovinciae Africae., M. Helvius 
Melior Placens, Sabinianus Samunianus became procurator AuVsti bis. - This 
phrase suggests an early date in the first century., before it became customary 
to create specific procuratorshipso but, if the argument above on the, title 
of the high-priest of Africa is correct., then M. Helvius ..... Samunianus 
cannot have been sacer-dos before c A. D. 80 at the earliest. 
one reason for the failure to discover more further careers of provincial 
priests is that many of the inscriptions relating to them were set up to 
commemorate their priesthood; but the series at Tarraco seems to have-been 
set up at some date later than the period of office, for it frequently-records 
farther careers; we may assume therefore that where this series does not 
record a further career, no further career exists. We can then see what 
proportion of provincial priests obtained posts in the imperial service - 
-though there is no absolute guarantee that the evidence from Tarraco will 
apply to other provinces. Sixteen of the eighty-three known chairmen of the 
provincial of Tarraconensis are knowi to have held posts in the imperial 
service - approximately nineteen per cent. Of these only two rose to 
procaratorships; the majority held only the tribunate of a legion, which 
in such cases need not be regarded as IL strictly military post (cf RM 
ppe 138 - 139). There is certainly no sign that the chairmanship of the 
provincial Council of Tarraconensis was an important stepping stone for a 
(01.1 
career in the imperial service. The only member of any of the Spanish 
councils who rose to a post of any distinction was C. P&*ius Vetustinus. 
who became procurator of Mauretania Caesariensis (See Lambertz in EE =t 
228 - 232). He had only been an ordinary member of the council., not 
its chairman. 
The reason why provincial priests rarely reached high rank in the 
imperial service is easily found, Normally., a man would not be elected to 
the provincial council until he had been, duovir; for this the minimum age 
was thirty., and the usual age just a little higher. A man might expect 
to be flamen at about the age of thirty-five; probably he would have to 
serve on the provincial council for several years before being elected as 
chairman of the council. It is unlikely that any significant number of 
provincial priests held office before their fortieth year,, and many were 
no doubt a good deal older than this. There can therefore have been little 
purpose in recruiting them for the imperial service., and we shall not be 
surprised to find that the overwhelming majority of the provincial priests 
who served in the army served only as tribuni militum, 
It will therefore be clear that in view of their post, the chairmen of 
provincial councils were the most important men of their'provinces; but 
because of the age at which the post would be held - and also perhaps 
because they were of necessity wealthy men - they would have little hope 
of attaining a position of any note in the empire as a whole, or desire 
for a lengthy career in the emperor's service. 
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APFMIX ONE. ME ORUIMATION OF CIRTA AND ITS ASSOCIATED COLONIM. 
The starting point for any study of Cirta is the African campaign 
of Julius Caesar in 46 B. C. ''An Italian adventurer Is Pe Sittius-of Nucerii, 
was associated with7taesar in that campaign., ýLnd'e: s reward he and his 
followers were given lands in Numidia, based on th e towns of Cirtas Chullu , 
Ruýicad6'and Mile L 7. These towns received charters'as colonies., and their 
nomenclature even -under the irincipate i7eveals their origin. bittius, is 
of course by far the commonest nomen, but other Italian nomina, of restricted 
distribution occur frequently. No work has been published upon the 
nomenclature apart from'that of M. H. G*. . Pflium on the names of castellum 
Celtianum, one of the of Cirtas in Carnuntinas Band IIIs 1956. One 
of the features of the names of that La; eus is the high proportion of'Italian 
names such as Anullius, I and Bennius, whi4 never beýame popular intýe 
empire as a whole. ' Names like these are a" sure-'sign of Italian colonisation 
at - an early dates before a small number of nomina became dominante" , It is 
comparable' with the nomenclature of another early colony., Thuburiiic'a,, --thou'gh 
in that case the record of thirteen different tribes also suggests an early 
date. 
I Little is -k - nown about the'histor7 of the four colonies from their 
foundation until the reign of Trajan when we find them associated as a 
single adminstrative unit,, This association., involving common magistmaies, 
continued until the reign of Diocletian. ' It is*ivith'the I question of the 
MagiStracies that we are chiefly concerned, 'since therels no adequate 
treatment of the system of office iri the Cirtan complex. 
j.. Gsell ( Atlas -Archeologique de 1'Alg'eries feuille 17, no. 126, pp. 11 
p-o) mentions the existence of duoviri and quattuorviri at Cirtav and suggests 
that they occurred befOre, -the association'of the four colonies. This 
, deration of the colonies, he says is the first rec fe'; rded under Tra an' 
though triumviri are known from the first century (C. Caecilius Gallus). 
Triumviri sust certainly be regarded as the siga'-of the' federation'(a point 
-which escaped Gsell)., so that'their'eiarliest app"nce vAll be some time 
after it took place; similarlys, the latest'record of duoviri'wi3l be before 
Irl 
the federation. - Triumviri are unknow as municipal, officers in, single- 
colonies or municipia in the provinces. 
Only one of the four known. duumviri can be securely dated. This is 
L. Iulius Arrenus.. vho-is mentioned on a boundar7 mark of 26: B,, C*--The- 
earliest dated record of-a triumvir is of, A. D., 125 (VIII 10877). 'At some 
time between these-two dates the federation must have been, establisheds', To 
judge by-the-recorde&, duumvir-11,9 the'federation occurred early in tbis-period., 
for thereýis nothing in their careers to suggest that they are later than 
the beginning of the first century AJD. Unfortanatelyi most career ý '-- 
inscriptions of-this area contain no evidence of date. Iý . -I 
We should-ixpect from the organisation of the four colonies that the 
federation-came at an early date; ' it is-at least hypothetically possible 
that they were linked from-the beginning,, but that the'unique, form of ' 
magistracies was-not evolved until later. Certainly there must have-been 
strong connections from the-, begiming between the colonies in the territory 
of Sittius. --". II. I-I. 
'The municipal career inýthe Cirtan complex has been analysed by - 
asell (op. cit. ),, -and by Broughton (ch. 6). Broughton'does little except 
follow Gsell., and'the-time is ripe for a further study of the subject. - 
As has already'been indicated., the principal magistracy-of the 
federation was a triumvirate, in place of the usual duumvirate. This 
magistracy, was-for the whole federation,, -but there is reason to suggest that 
it involved responsibility at Cirta'alone, for the other three colonies had 
praerecti iure'dicundog who were usually ex-triumviri. 
The " tri=virate was preceded by the a6dilate , which was . norvally the 
first post'held, ý It might involve quaestor-la-potestas, - where the quaestorship 
was held it occurred after the aedilate, as sporadically in the Italian 
townss and not before it'.. as was usual in provincial chartered towns (cfMS 
3243)- Q- uaestoria-potestas, was presumably-a financial-responsibility added 
to the aedilates in a year when no regular quaestors were appointed. *- In 
7 Z.. 
one case a triumvir had aedilician 'and - quaestorian - power (1ý. 'Iulius' Martialis) 
but this is an exception; normally the triumvirate carried no' such added, 
responsibility. 
After the aedilate,, and the quaestorshij where' thiS'VaS heldý "the 
post of T)raefectus Pro triumviris sometimes occurs. ln'th6'normal town,, the 
post of praefectus 32ro duumviris implies the absence or incapacity of the 
regular magistrates,, and the appointment of a deputy to carry out their 
functions; a praefectus. was also appointed'when the emperor (o-r 1xi the early 
principate a prominent senator) had been appointed to office. (Forinstance, 
L. Septimius Severus.. grandfather of the emperor, was praefectusfor . Trajan 
in the first year of the new colony of Lepcis Magna; in such cases the 
emperor was normally specified. 
) The lex municipalis Salpengýna (iLs 6o88),, 
chapters XM and XXVgives the regulations regarding 32raefecti for a 
typical Spanish municipiu 
- 
M. It is not certain whether the praefecti at 
cirta were acting on behalf of absent triumviri,, or whethýr_they had a 
permanent position in the municipal cursus, - Broughton suggests that they 
had a specific responsibility in the p2A and castellei'. -presumably acting "t 
there in place of the triumviri. VIII 10860 tends to confirm this view; " it 
fouý is a list giving some twenty-two or more names (the stone is dimaged)., 
at Signus- The name 
heading it is that of P. Sittius'Veloxs m(agister). ' 
2ýýa . which suggests 
that this is the album'of a local sub-council for the 
affairs of the pagus. Before 
the list'is the heading C2raef. 3_pr6 III vir. 
eto) d(ecur-lontim). ' If then the Praefectus Rro triumviris 
was a man holding a regular office,, it would seem that he had responsibility 
in the 2Uft rather than in the coloniae', It is difficult to-evaluate the 
ýfact that while praefecti are rare elsewhere,, four are known from the Cirtan 
federationt unless the office was in fact a'iegular one, It cannot imply 
that the practice of electing the emperor to the highest. magLstracy was more 
common at Cirta 
than elsewhere., for such prefects would name'the emperor for 
wbom they had acted. 
The next POst of regular occurrence is the tr-iumvimte. As in other 
-townss*the supreme magistracy involved census duties every four. yeares and 
we 81 ar -jould expectj. the triumvir quinquennalis was normally a man who had 
'13. 
already been triumvir. Only one exception is knovn., the case of P. Iulius 
Proximus., and the ordinary triumvirate may have been omitted froin his career 
inscription in order to economise, on the use of space. As we have suggested., 
the triumvirate. % nominally held in the four colonies together,, may. in practice 
have involved responsibility at Cirta alone,, since the other three towns had 
1 . 11 
praefecti iure, dicundo, who normally held this office immediately after the 
triumvirate. 
The ]2raefectus iure dicundo was presumably f`ulfilling the same functions 
as the triumvirij, since their full title would be triumviri iure dicundol. 
Iiis functions were defined as being held in one or more colonies. Broughton'. 
following Gsell., suggests that the prefecture might be held in different colonies 
at the same time. While the evidence is not clear, it seems more likely that 
it was held 4 
successively in different colonies,, where, two or three colonies 
ar Ie mentioned. It is. quite clear that this prefecture might be repeated in 
the same colony; L. lulius Civilis and Commodus were both prefects 
of Milev twice, As no 12raefectus iure dicundo is recorded for Cirta., it 
, night be thought that the equivalent there was the praefectus Pro triumvirisl; 
but Cirta was the most important of the four. colonies, so that it is unlikely 
to have had a man of Junior status as prefect; we must therefore assume that 
the _t37_jumT-1ri 
acted at Cirta, the 
I 
Praefecti iure dicundo in the_other colonies,, 
and the praefectus pro triumviris - if he had a regular office - in'the PaRi., 
and castella; beneath him would be the magistri paEft, probably Vicil - 
nominated by the ordo of the confederation though not always members of it. '', 
Friesthoods, at Cirta, as elsewhereo were held by the same classes as 
magistracies, Is in other towns., the flaminate of one of the deified 
emperors normally occurred after the principal magistracy. Sometimes it 
does not occur until after, the post of triumvir quinquennalia.. On the other 
hand, many of the flamines"are not recorded as holding any other post; such 
men are usually natives of the pajLi rather than the coloniae. and it may be 
suggested that their flaminate was of municipal rather than provincial 
significance.. 
The augurate is rather more difficult to asses's. In most towns, it 
7t, (.. 
is not held until after the duumvirate. this may be the case at Cirta,. but 
two of the three known holders of the office place it before, the aedilate 
in the cursus honorum. With such a small number of careers as the basis 
for study., it is impossible to say whether the post is here placed in its 
correct position or not. The fact-that the college of augurs had a magftster, 
as it had at Cuicul, suggests that it vas a senior priesthood held after 
the triumvirate$ and that in the careers where itis given first place this 
was done only to give the office prominence; the same feature may be 
observed on career-insoriptions of senators,, where the consulship is 
regularly recorded immediately after the name,, out of chronological order, 
As at Cuiculs the magister aujoirt3m had always been augur before reaching this 
post. 'At Cuiculq he normally seems to have been augur twice before becoming 
magister; one of the two magistri recorded at Cirta had been augur once and 
the other twice; it is by no means impossible that the second augurate was 
comprehended in the office of, magister. ' 
At Cuicul., the college 6f pontificei appears to have been parallel 
'o the college of augurs. 
At Cirta, only two pontifices 
' 
+ are recorded; 0. 
I: Ulius Crescens Didius Crescentianus was settled at Cuicul., and probably 
served as pontifex there; Annius ------ seems to have been a native of 
Rusicade., and presumably served as pontifex of the four colonies. Clearly., 
the evidence is insufficient for us to discuss this office in any more detail. 
We have seen that there are many flamines, who were clearly natives of 
the paEft and other dependent areas; the question therefore arises as to 
whether the Pagi made a similar contribution to the magistracies. Cirta, 
has produced far more records of magistrates of the federation than any other 
colony or dependent area. This however does not necessarily give a true 
picture. As it vas the centre of the federation., we should expect 
magistrates to be recorded there even though it was not their home town. 
Moreover Cirta has produced more inscriptions than any other part of the 
federation. Some at least of the men recorded at Cirta came fromelsewhere. 
Sittius Velox-Is recordecl at Cirta as triumvir (VIII 7118 = 19441); he 
is almost certainly the man recorded as maP: ister ragi at Sigus (VIII 10860), 
75. 
and buried, there (VIII 5852). In view of these considerations., it is 
impossible to say how great was the contribution of the p2LJft to the ordo Of 
the four colonies. The negative evidence from, Castellum Celtianum (where 
no records of magistrates of the four colonies have been found in extensive 
excavations in the cemetery area) and the fact that P. Sittius Velox isthe 
only magister PMi know, to have served as a magistrate of the four colonies., 
suggests that it was probably the colonies rather than the Paid which 
supplied the majority of the decurions of the confederation. 
The importance of the Cirtan federation as a recruiting ground 
for the imperial service is difficult to assess, As the oldest town in 
Numidias Cirta enjoyedconsiderable prestige, but in sizes wealth and 
importance it seems to have fallen behind Cuicul. We have already noted 
elsewhere the importance of Cuicul. as a source of imperial servants in the 
late second century. Cirta also produced men of prominence - Cornelius 
Frontos tutor of Marcus Aurelius., the lawyer Pactumeius Clemens.. and the 
Christian writer Minucius Pelix. These men however are exceptions; as far 
as we can tell they did not enter the imperial service by the normal means. 
The sole man of prominence in administration during the second century was 
Q. Lollius Urbicusp the youngest son of an otherwise undistinguished family 
at Tiddis, This contrasts unfavourably with the contribution of Cuicul 
outlined elsewhere. Cuicul has produced seven equestr-lan officers and five 
Vrocurators; the whole Cirtan federation four equestrian officers and one 
procurator. It should however be remembered that Pronto and Urbicus would 
have considerable influence., and that more inscriptions have been found at 
Cuicul than at Cirta; also that there was a close connection between Cuicul 
S, nd the four colonies., many men serving as magistrates in both places; it 
is consequently ver7 difficult to assess the relative importance of either. 
Despite the superior wealth of Cuicul, and the fact that Maxentius 
ruined Cirta, for the' support it gave the usurper Domitius Alexander, 
Constantine chose Cirta as the new provincial capital after the governor had 
: Los+, an his military power* The reason for this must be the longer 
historical development of Cirta, and its prestige as one of the original 
Numidian townse 
la., 
Aimix. NO. PRIESTHOODS AT CUICM. 
There is little material for a study of priesthoods in the North African 
provinces as a whole. - Cuicul 
has been selected, since it provides more 
inforuation than most of the towns of Africa, The priesthoods. held 
' _by 
members of the ordo are normally the flaminate (involving a seat onthe 
provincial council), which at Timgad in the fourth centur7 seems to be the 
senior priesthood; the pontificate and the augurate, 
The post of augur at Cuicul normally seems to occur after the duovirate. 
L. C .... sius 
Barbarus was -q(_uaestor). aed(ilis) au&r; 
he set up the 
inscription ob honorem auguratus. The office bad involved him in a promise 
to provide a statue of Victory at a cost of six thousand sesterces. 
(L. Gargilius Augustalis paid four thousand sesterces, for the aedilate. ) 
L,, FOmPeius Novellus, described himself as aed(il 
- 
is) Ilvir. auq(ur),,, 
mag(ister) audurum) bis in 147. L., Plavius Aufustianus,, at a, date, ,, 
unspecified., had a career which ran aed(ilis) ]2raef(ectus) pro IIviris 
au ur). IIvir. Hethen set up-an inscription to commemorate the 
fulfilment of the prom 
' 
ise of two thou-sand sesterces which he made on receiving 
the aedilate - not every magistrate was able or willing to fulfil his vows 
immediately, The career of Q. Rutilius Saturninus down to November 182' 
was aediles augur and Praefectus pro IIviris, and the inscription'was set up 
at'a cost of'five thousand sesterces in recognition of his augurate. (We 
must correct the nomen frvm'Rafilius to Rutilius, since the latter is the 
, lame of his brother and sons). L. Claudius'Brutio set up two statues of 
-Victory and Mercurys'with the necessary bases,, in recognition of his'augurate, 
at a cost of ten thousand sesterces. Ti* Claudius Cicero has left us'a 
fuller record of hiseareer; quaestor.. aediles prefect pro 11viris. 11vir. - 
s. flaien, of Augustuss duovir Suinquennalis. and 
finally au C. 'Cassius Fortunatus was successively, quaestor,, -aeclile, 
auOvir, prefect pro duumviris and augur. ", L. Plavius Celsus, served, as 
aedilep prefects'lIvir., prefect pm quinSuennalibus,, augur, and magister 
aujZU-1 In return for the augurate., he set up three statues at a total 
T 7. 
cost of twenty--one thousand sesterces. From these insc ptio it WOUJLC ri ns i 
appear that the augurate was normally held as the next post after the 
duovirate. 
The post of pontifex appears to be exactly parallel to that of augur, 
for it usually occurs immediately after the duovirate, and is frequently 
followed by a post described as magister ]2ontificum, which like the comparable 
post of magister-augurum may be held twice ( of AE 1914* 449 236). AE 1914, 
43., provides another interesting case, where this post is described as 
magist(er) Pont(ificum) q(uin) g(uennalis . We have no record of a 
corresponding office of magister augurum quinquennalis,, although it presumably 
existed,, The posts of 32ontifex and augur seem to be mutually exclusive; 
the holders rarely becoming flamines. 
There are only four cases in which the flaminate is recorded in the 
same career as the pontificate or the augurate. Ti. Claudius Cicero was 
flamen Aug. after his duovirate.. but before he became -quinguennalis or augur; -, - 
L. Cosinius Primus, builder of the covered market, was quinquennalis, 
p2ntifex, and then flamen peEeetuus; Ti. Julius Honoratus was 22atifex 
and then flamen ]Lerpetuus.. as was M. Julius Rogatus. 
It is not clear whether Cuicul, provides a particular instance., from which 
it is safe to generalise about priesthoods, in other towns. In particular,, it 
seems that there is a case for supposing that the post of praefectus pro 
duoviris was a regular feature of the municipal cursus at Cuiculs as the 
corresponding post was at Cirta; if this is so there may have been other 
anomalies in its constitution. But the large number of known Praefecti may 
only indicate that there were many magistrates at Cuicul who were natives of 
other towns; we know that C. COsinius Rrimus was a native of Carthage,, and 
the PopularitY Of the tribe Quirina among magistrates - Cuicul was enrolled 
in papiria -. and the custom of hOlding office in the Cirtan fedezation as ., 
well as at Cuicul,, may explain the number of praefecti. There is insufficient 
evidence to state 
that both pontificate and augurate existed in all towns. 
76. 
APPEMIX THRE . AUZIA 
Auz ia lern Aumale, is recorded as a munic ium du g the t the moc & rin 
procurator-governorship of the elder L. Alfenus Senecio, dated by M, H. G, Pflaum 
to, c. 169 to 176. It was still a municipium when C. Octavius Pudens Caesius 
Honoratus was procurator of Caesariensis., at some date between 198 and 23.1 
(VIT-I 901+9); after that, but before 211, it was made a colonia, for it bore 
the title colonia S22timia Aurelia Auziensium. (VIII 9062). The colony is 
attested in 210 (VIII 9015). Dr. Mann has concluded (p. 80) that few if any 
veterans settled in the colonies founded after the reign of Hadrian, and that 
those who did would normally be men returning to their home towns, This is 
doubtless a fair generalisation,, but it is evident that Auzia was an exception. 
Some eighteen veterans are recorded, most of them clearly in the third centur7,, 
and there are indications of the military character of the place which 
suggest that there may have been many others, Whether there was a deduction 
of veterans at the founaation of the colony we cannot say; on the whole it is 
unlikely. Bat the increase in prosperity and importance after the foundation 
of the colony suggests that there may have been a considerable incentive given 
to veterans to make their home at Auzia. VIII 20816., dated to the reign of 
commodus., tells of the building and refurbishing of frontier works in this area 
securitati 2rovincialium,, The careers of P. Aelius Primianus and Q. 
Gargilius Martialis speak of the importance of Auzia in the defence of the 
southern frontier of Mauretania Caesariensis. Both these men appear to have 
been recalled.. after being a militiis, to take"Oommand of units stationed in 
the immediate neighbourhood of Auzia. 
It seems clear that Auzia was primarily a mi2itary settlement directed 
against the tribes of the Mauretanian interior. The indications are that the 
vexillations of Moorish cavalry recorded in the area were in the nature of a 
local militiag and on two occasions at least they were commande&, iby decurions 
of Auzia. Despite the possibility that Q. Carginus Martialis is the writer 
of those namess it seems clear that Auzia was not,, and never became, primarily 
a centre of romanisation or culture. Its position, in relation to the frontier 
and to the tmublesome tribes of the frontier zone, ensured that its chief 
interest would be self-defence, ancl with it the defence of the more civilised 
17 t. 
parts of the province to the north. We may reasonably suspect that if 
Gargilius Martialis of Auzia was the writer on horticulture and other, _ 
rustic subjects. -he learnt them at-Rusguniae, where he was. also a. 
decurion., ,: _, - '. --1., -1 1 
dü^ vv. 
APPENDU FOUR. CARTHAGE: MAGISTRATES AWD PRIESTS. 
I, "ý, ý-" 1*1 1, 
, 
It has long been recogaised that a considerable area in the immediate 
hinterland fell within the terTitorium of Carthage. Kubitschek., in his 
discussion of Arnensis,. lists four towns (Agbia, Thibursicum Bure., Thignica 
and Thugga), which were originally dependent on Carthage. , It-seems cleqr' 
that at an early date there must have been others - e. g. Furnos Minus.. the, 
civitas at Thuburbo Maius,, Uchi Maius,. and perhaps the, postulated civitas at 
Neapolise Of., the towns listed by Kubitschek., -Thugga has, produced-six_ 
magistrates and Thignica, two. decurions. But several other towns have 
produced either magistrates or decurions. 
(See Map EjLt (Priests 
elected. from the ordo, '_ flaminess pontifices. and augurs - are grouped with 
magistrates for convenience; most of them will have held magistracies., even, ' 
if these are not specified. ) Thuburbo Maius has produced five magistrates, 
, Theveste 
two. 9 and Cuicul, Gurza and Thubba one each. - Two decurions are 
recorded'at Thibaris, and one each at Furnos Minus,, Gillium,. -Numlulis,,, Thimida 
and Uchi Maius. M. -Caelius Philerosj, a freedman from Clupea in Italy was a 
magistrate_soon after the foundation of the colonia-in 44 B. C., It will'be 
seen. that, there is no overlap between these two lists - the town which has 
produced magistrates has not produced decurions who did not hold-office as 
magistrates: - but there is. probably no significance in this fact. -Many of 
the instances of magistrates or decurions show us men who clearly-sought 
office at Carthage for its prestige value. This is especially, likely in the 
case-of men wholheld office in another town before they, became magistrates at 
Carthage-ý--_ It seems to be the,. case with the two men from Thevestev'Salvianus 
and, julianus., though of course they may have had business interests, in both 
towns., 
"it 
is clearly the reason why as late as the Joint reign of Honorius 
and Arcadius inius Salvianus of Thuburbo Maius held office as 
aedile and, later became patron. 'The provincial importance of magistracies 
at Cailthage probably meant that, like the consulship at Rome,. they wer'e 
normally held-considerably laterýthan'the minimum age, 
a main-fýotors can be elucidated in the supremacy`o: irbýýthage as' Thre 
revealed byAhe Aistribution of its magistrates,. its historical associations 
as theýolaest'and greatest of the Punic cities., which had once been able to 
St. 
challenge Rome itself; its position as provincial capital and seat of a 
consular proconsul; and its importance as a commercial centre., in part 
arising from the other two factors. 
With the maglatrates and civic priests, we may also consider another 
great priesthood of Carthage which drew its members from the same class of 
municipal dignitaries, although it may not have been under the direct control 
of the Qrjo of Carthage - the priesthood of Ceres. The holders of this 
office are knowx by one of two titles - saceraos Cereris or magister sacrorum 
Cerealium. These titles appear to be synonymous, and there is no question 
of one replacing the other., for the earliest known, magister held office in 133, 
while sacerdotes are found in 129,, 154 and 191. Almost all these priests 
are dated to a specific year,, the usual formula being Isacerdos Cereris anni.. '. 
The reckoning is from the granting of a colonial charter by Caesar in 4)+ B. C. 
I)istribution of priests of Ceres is much the same as that of magistrates and 
decurions - the principal area is in the thickly clustered towns of the valleys 
of the Bagradas and Miliana. Six are recorded at Carthage itself, three at 
Thuburbo Maiusj, two at Furnos Minus# and one each at Bisica,, Samdi., Thugga 
and Uchi Maius. Some at least of the priests held office after their towns 
had received an imperial charter; for instance., rurnos Minus became a 
municipium under Caracalla., but its two recorded priests held office in 220 
and 232, It was not only the dependent communities of Carthage which 
produced priests of Ceres; as with the magIstracies of the town., this 
priesthood had a quasi-provincial significance. Its importance is shown by 
the fact that of its fifteen holders.. Me Vettius Latro became procurator of 
Mauretania Caesariensis and Q. Voltedius Optatus Aurelianus had previously 
been tribunus militumo 
We have seen that magistruoies and priesthoods at Carthage were more 
important than those in other African coloniae., This is seen most clearly in 
the case of L, Cosinius Primus,, who was Ohly aedile* and augur in his home tovvz 
of Carthage, but rose to be quinquennalis. flamen and imperial prefect at 
Cuicul. As far as it has been possible to ascertain, this enhanced prestige 
did not aPPlY to any other provincial capital; it was eventually summed up in 
the application to Carthage - even in other African towns - of the epithet 
It. 
alma,. Carthage had no possible rival in Africa., and could therefore 
be regarded with pride untyinged with Jealousy. 
431. 
APTMIX FIVE GIGTHIS. 
.. The history-of Gigthis is tolerably well known. Originating'as 
the tribal centre of the-Cinithiis, it received the latium maius before, the. 
reign of Pius -- - perhaps under Hadrian 
(VIII 
- 22737 = IIS 6780); a discussion 
of this, point-of, yiew will be-found in Broughton.. p. 123, note 17)-and became 
a municipium under Pius (VIII-, 22707). The chief problem raised by this 
sequence is that at least, two, of the important families in Gigthist. the Memmii 
and the Servaeis, can be, shown to bave received the, citizenship during the 
Flavian period (of the notes on these families). , 
Dessau, in RE VII 1357,9 
favours the view that it was Hadrian who granted the latium maius,, but there 
is1no direct evidence., for this view; the-fact-, that L. Memmius, Messiu4, Pacatus 
is given a tribal rather than a municipal orig2 under Pius proves nothing,, 
for he would presumably do. -so until, Gigthis became a municipium. There is 
no evidence to suggest that Gigthis ever became a colonia; indeed its 
epigraphic evidence after the-end of the second centur7 is very scanty. It 
is however more than likely that,, like the Byzacenan ports further north 
(Thaenae., Acholla., Thapsus)., Gigthis suffered a decline in prosperity due to 
, 
fimperia1insistence that African produce should the go to Italy; previously 
Byzacena had depended on trade with the east; under the new system, 
' 
it was 
difficult for these southern ports to compete, with Hadrumetum and the ports 
north cýf it. 
As applied to the ports of Byzacenaj, this theory is put forward 
by M. G-Ch. Picard in Karthagoiv fruo' -ýv ; he quotes the late 
IStadiasmus of the Great Sea' aW evidence (cf. Thomson,, The 
History of Ancient GeoRmp .9 P- 
363). The Stadiasmus notes 
tbat-at, the time of its compilation these ports could only take 
small-craft. As applied to Gigthis, the theory is my owns based 
on the decline in the volume of the epigraphic material; I have 
been*unable to check this'conclusion with the archaeological 
evidence, 
, Gigthis is situated in the coastal olive growing area, and like tamis 
on both sides of it, must have depended on oil for its prosperity. The 
importance of this crop is revealed by 11 3180', and is discussed more fully 
in the chapter on economic life. 
Some'of the families of Gigthis are diieussed in Appendix Six. it 
is clear that they were all thriving in the late second century,, and it is 
almost equally clear that a small group of families the Servaei, the Memmii, 
the Servilii and the Messii had contrA of the ordoat this period. We 
have not such a clear case for a small oligV)chy in any other North African 
town., though it is likely that this is no more than an extreme case of a 
common phenomenon. The evidence suggests this small oligrachy at Gigthis. 
was not only exclusive; it had also important contacts with the imperial 
administration, Under Hadrian, before the town receiýed a charter., three' 
men attracted imperial attention, By the end of the second century, C. 
Servilius Serenus had become a procurator. Early in'the thii-d century 
members of the Memmii and the Servaei became senators. The Memmii at least 
appear to have left Gigthis and settled in Italy, and by the middle of the 
fourth century a representative of the family was a member of the senatorial 
aristocraCY- Whether he still retained estates in Africa, we do not know, 
but there is no evidence to show that he did, and everything suggests that 
the senatorial branch of the Memmii cut its ties with, Gigthis in, the third 
centurY. 
It is just at this period,, when members of two of its leading families 
had reached the Senate, that evidence for the history of Gigthis dries up. 
The town did not cease to exist., for ill 383 we find, that Quintus, vir laudabilis., 
flamen per-petuuss and sacerdotalis of the province of Triploitania, had 
returned from a mission to Rome undertaken on behalf of the whole province. 
Unfortunately we cannot, say what this legation was about; it is unlikely to 
have been concerned with the scandalous behaviour of the comes Africae Romanus, 
for he had left Africa-in about 370. Another inscription of similar-date 
is known. VIII 11024, is ascribed by CIL to Valentinian 1 364 - 375), but 
by pallu de Less ert (Pastes TI., po 300) to Valentinian 11 375 - 392). For 
our purposej, the question is of little : Lmportance; l 
it indicates that Gigthis 
was still in existence in the late. fOurth century-; - beytind this we know 
nothing., I 
!i 
APFEMIX SIX. ' - -, 
SELECTED FAMILY HISTORIES. 
The family histories contained in this appendix are only a few of 
these which would repay careful study; briefer studies appear in the 
Prosopography., notably under number 19 and 96, but there are several interesting 
families which have not been discussed., like the. Fulvii of Lepcis,, or the 
inter-related families of the Nicii and. the Nicanii of Calama. The studies 
which follaw are of all the major families in second-centur7 Gigthis; the 
imperial family of the Septimii; a native African family from Thubursicu, 
8 Numidarum, t, the Vetidii; and the 
Caecilii, of Volubilis, a group of familie 
which cannot now be distinguished from one another, 
The Memmii of Gigthis. 
It is not possible-to reconstruct a genealogical table for this 
family. It- is however clear'that 'during 
ihe second century it was one of the 
most important in Gigthis; in-the''third and'fourth'centuries the-only members 
of the family known were-senators. Unde 
j 11idrian C Memmius C-f. C. n. 
Africanus was adlectus'in turmiis equitum R6marjorum ,. 
'At latest therefore'he, 
must have been born c A. D. 110; his father will have been bom during the 
Flavian period - perhaps c A. D. 80o ' It is therefore likely that the 
citizenship was granted by C. Memmius - Regulus's, consul'ordinarius 
ý in A'. D,, '63 
- iin 'to the grandfather of Africanus; we' and proconsul of Africa under 
Vespas 
know from VIII 22729 = IM'9394'that the family was'of native stock, being, 
members 6f the local tribe of the Chinithii. 
It is, this inscriPtion which mentions another member of the family, 
L. Memmius Messius, L. f. Pacatus, who attracted attention under Hadrian; after 
being flamen Perpetuus he was adlected into the -quinque 
decuriae. (In view 
of the filiation recorded on this -inscription., Warmington is wrong to describe 
the man as 'the first of the family' - p. 69; in any case the ancestors of 
C, Memmius Africanus carry us a generation further back; presumably the-, 
fj. rst C, ue=ius, wasýthe grandfather of-L. Memmius Messius, Facatus-as well 
as of 0. Memmius Africanus. 
) L. Memmius Messius Pacatus is of particular_ - 
9C, 
interest for his connection with the Messii Pacati. This branch of the 
Messii has lef t us no independent records. but the names are borne by another 
Memmius Memmius C. f. Messius Pacatus, who is to be dated to the end of 
the second centur7 or the beginning of the third. The only Messius known 
to us is L. Messius Rufinus, q. v.; his family, like the Memmii, presumably 
received the citizenship in the first centux7., for L. Memmius Messius Pacatus 
was probably the son of a Messia Pacata. The Messii are important to us 
because they provide the link which proves inter-marriage between the Memmii., 
the Messiis the Servaei and the Servilii. 
-. Memmius Messius Facatus was flamen PerRetuus and omnibus honoribus 
functus; a few years later, under Severus,, two members of the family were 
adlected into the Senate - Q. Memmius, Pudens and M. Memmius Caecilianus. 
Caecilianus appears to have been the father of C. Memmius Caecilianus Placidus 
who became consul in the middle of the third century, and the ancestor of 
M. Maecius Memmius. Purius Baburius Caecilianus Placidus, consul in 343 and 
praefectus urbis in 346. He appears to have been a member of the senatorial 
aristocracy,, and bad probably lost all his connections with Gigthis; the 
last members of the family to be recorded there are the two Severan senators. 
The history of the Meamii shows that a family of municipal origins 
might hope to achieve the highest posts in the empire; but the two hundred 
and seventy years which elapsed between the grant of citizenship to the founder 
of the family and the appointment of Purius Placidus, as prefect of the city 
show that a family need not rise rapid3. Y. 
2. The Servaei oL2UjU2- I 
The nomen Servaeus is not common ill the Roman world. Scýulze (LE 
pp. 3719 398) suggested an association 'With the rarer name Serva, It is 
clearly a nime of Italian Origin,, and the earliest holders to achieve 
prominence must themselves have been Italians; witness Q. Servaeus, comes of 
Germanicus in his eastern campaign. Later we find Q. Servaeus Innocens as 
suffect consul in A. D. 101- Senators bearing . the nomen appear at Sufetula in 
$7. 
the -third centurý, (Barbieri, no. 2 1).. but Cannot"' 10 to 'be descended"' 
ýfrom the'conSul Of 101P or to be related to the family at Gigthis. 
Of the' thirty-s even instances of the name recorded'in CIL., twenty are 
frým Nýrthlfrica and ten from Rome. Twelve of the . North African inst I ances 
"from rxigthis (including one freedman). Clearly,, like" so mýny are Italian 
names, Servaeus became more popular in Africa than it had ever been in Italy. 
Servaeus, Q., f, Macer was made a member of the quinaue decuriae by 
Hadrian;, ''his father must have been born during the Flavian period. In 
compiling a probable genealogical table of the family 
(Table One)., I have 
ch6sýjj to regard him as the first member of the family to receive the 
t 
-citizenship; it is possible that Q, Servaeus Innocens., consul in-101,, was 
p-rI oconsul of Africa c 116 - 117, and made 
IagI rant of the citizens hip then. 
(His colleýague as suffect consul, M. Maecýius Celer, was proconsul in c 117 - 
118 '_'pallu del; essert., Pastes. ) This , date is rather too late for 
convenience, -- if'Innocens was responsible*for the grant of citizenship., it 
is more likely that he had been legate to a proconsul of Africa in c A. D, 85 
to go. Too little is knowi of the fasti 
' 
of the consulship and of the 
proconsulship of Africa for us to exclude the possibility that there was 
another, 'Servaeus 
who'became proconsul of Africa under Domitian. 
Macer had two sons, Q. Servaeus Fuscus and L. Servaeus Firmus; Firmus 
in his turn was father of another Q. Servaeui Fuscus and of Q. Servaeui Felix. 
Yet another Q. Servaeus. Fuscus has to be placed in the third generation as 
the'son of'an unknown'P. Servaeus. Other members of the family are recorded 
at Gigthis, but cannot be related to any one branch reootded in the 
genealogical table. Q. Servaeus, Fuscus'Cornelia4us c. v. might be descended 
from any of the FusCi; since he is-dated by, Barý4ieri to the third century 
(probably elevated to the Senate under Severus), he is most likely to be the 
son of Q. Servaeus L. f. Fuscus. His career is discussed at length in the 
prosopography. 
C. -Sermeus C. f. Messius Facatus., 2-ques Romanus, is more difficult to 
relate to the known members of the family. The praenomen Gaius is otherwise 
is. 
unattested in the family. The Messii Pacati are known only through this man, 
and through, two Memmii who bear these. names. 
(Pac&ti also occur in the family 
of the Ummidii, but without the extra nomen Messius. ) C. Servaeus. Messius 
Facatus is important not only for his connection with the Messii Pacati (and 
thus.. indirectly,, the Memmii) presumably- through his mother., but also because 
he married a. member. of the Servilii. In, view. of the intermarriage implied, 
he is presumably to be;. dated to the late second century or a little later. 
III- -rj ý' I11. ,ý _ý Iý 
Servaeus Q. f. Honoratus is another man whose relationship to the 
family cannot be proved directly. He presumably lived in the late second or 
early third centur7o for his filiation would not be recorded later, while the 
phrase omnibus honoribus functus would not occur earlier. The Q, Servaeus 
------- of VIII 22709 might of course be any of the Q. Serfaei living at 
the time of his dedication'to Marcus'and'Verus'(A. D. 164). ' Unless the 
reconstructed genealogy is completely in-error., we must assume that-it was 
dux-Ing'the'Antonine period'and theýyears'immediately after that the"family 
was'at its most influential;, but the lack of evidence for the ruling classes 
at Gigthis in'the third century must leave this generalisation open to a 
little doubt. 
The Servilii of GigthLs. 
As in the case of, the Memmii', it is'impossible to reconstruct a 
genealogical table for this family., " Six members of the family are kno, x, 
but this is enough to show that-it must have been an important part of the 
oligarchy which controlled the ordo of Gigthis in the second century. 
M'. Servilius Plautus is recordid'as a'edile and as flamen perpetuus- 
his, sonp c ., Servilius Maurinui . flamen perpetuus 9 was married to Valeria 
paulinag whose family is unknown. " 
VIII 22741 li a dedication to'Ser-vilij, ma,, wife' of C, ý, ` 
ServacUS, Messius Paýc&tus and daughter of C. Servilius Serenus,, e, m, v, Serenus; 
was presumably a Procurator; 'ý his 90n-in-law is known as an equestrian*' 
11, 
M. 'Se'rvilius P. f. Quir. ý'Draco'Albucianus, -was duovir and flamen 
perpetuus, and undertook legationem urbicam SEatuitam ad latium maius petendum, 
This dates his career to the reign of Hadrian at latest. (An Albucianus., 
who may be the same man, is mentioned on VIII'22738. 
) A descendant of M. 
Servilius Draco Albucianus,, P. Curius P. f. Quir. Servilius Draco, was given' 
the eq_uus publicus and became scriba. quaestorius trium decuriarum at Rome. 
The relationship of these two men to the other Servilii is uncertain; in 
, 
the second case it would appear that the name Servilius was inherited through 
the female line. 
"4., The Uminidii of Gigthis. ýIý, I 
The Ummidii appear to have been on the fringe of the ordo of Gigthis 
in the second century,. According to the genealogical table proposed (Table 
Two).. M. Ummidius Sedatus will have flourished in the last days before the 
grant of a municipal charter, and his son willIave become a decurion soon 
after the establishment of the municipium under Pius. 
It is, however possible that VIII 22693 is referring to the elder C. ý, 
Ummidjus Sedatus of VIII 28 = 11042 and VIII 29 = 11043., and that it, was his 
father Marcus (the cognomen is un1mown) who was ornator patriae. This latter 
title must certainly be dated before the creation of the muniCipium, - it is 
extremely common, in first centux7 Lepcis Magna, but dies out after the , 
, granting of a charter 
by Trajan, 
These two men are the, only, members of the family to achieve any sort 
of, distinction in the ordo. CIL suggests that M. Ummidius Annianus 
Quadratianus was Tleg(ionarius)., but Cagnat was quite rightly sceptical about 
-this reading., and suggested that we should really read a leaf-stopv followed 
by YM(it)- The names of this man suggest that his family may have received 
the citizenship through one of the many senatorial Ummidii Quadrati; probably 
through one who became proconsul, of Africa. If this is so, the most likely 
candidate isP. Ummiaius Quadratus., consul in 3-18; though we cannot completely 
exclude UmEmidiusl who is mentioned in the Pas Ostienses as consul during ti 
40. 
the Flavian period., or C, Ummidius, Durmius Quadratus who was consul c 39 - 48 
(Degrassi ad loco. ). 
Nothing more is known of this family, which seems to have been 
considerably less important than the other fami I ies from Gigthis which we have 
been able to discuss. 
5, The S22timii of L! 2ýcis magna. 
I 
T14res 
The genealogy as proposed by M. J. Guey is given as Table Yqar. 
Severa3. points in it call for comment. Guey was the first person to suggest 
that there was an Italian branch of the family which produced the emperor 
Septimius Severus. In particulýr M. Guey uses the literary evidence to 
establish this connection. 
According to Guey, Septimius Severus (C 1) was born a A. D. 63; he 
was the 
'recipient of a poem by Statius (Silvae IV, 5) written c A. D. 95. He' 
was a native of Lepcis,, though he had settled at Veipi in Italy, The 
question arises as to whether he need be different from the Septimius Severýs 
(C 2) who was the grandfather of the emperor. This is discussed more fully 
in the PrOsoPogmPhY. 
By about 168 Septimius Severus (D 1) was bis ism consularis; he was 
acifinis of the emperor Severus 
(SHA Severus 1.5). The question arises is 
to whether he is the same man as the consular Septimius Severus., patraus magnus 
of the empe'r-o'r 
(D'3). This latter man Guey, following Mommsen, regards as 
uncle rather thari great-uncle of the emperor. Unfortunately neither of them 
is recorded'bj Degrassi, and one cannot help wondering whether they are not an 
invention of'the writer of SHA, If they did exist, it is most likely that'thef- 
were the same man. 'As great-uncles, Septimius Severus (D 3) and Septimiu3 
Aper (D 2) 'should be brothers of Trajan's prefect at Lepcis., the grandfather 
of the emperor. This is unlikely, for L. Septimius Severus (C 2) must have 
been born c A. D. 80 at latest, ancl his brothers would presumably be born in 
the ten or fifteen years following; ' but Aper was not suffect consul until 153. 
11. 
it therefore seems unlikely that he was the great-uncle of the emperor,, , 
fo r 
it would mean that he was over sixty when he became consul. Nor is it 
any more likely that he was the uncle of the emperor, for there is no 
indication at Lepcis that any member of the Septimii became a senator before 
the emperor's brother Geta. The name of this consul is recorded as Sept'JA. mius 
Aper on IT 2008, and it is not in the least probable that he was connected 
with the Septimii of Lepcis in any way. Nor can we accept the I suggestion 
of M. Guey that Septimius Severus (D 3) was the Cý* Iulius Severus who became 
consul in 155. It appears that SHA has attempted to provide a number of 
senatorial relations for the emperor; of these the two Septimii Severi 
probably never existed., and Septumius Aper was probably no relation'. 
We must also discard from the genealogy P. Septimius Geta (E 1)., 
recorded on TX 5899 = ILS 441; he is described as , co[gnatul] of 
the emperor, 
and avonculus of Caracalla. The inscription-was set up bý the ordo et , 
plebs of Anconao Clearly the man recorded on this inscription is the elder 
brother of the emperor, despite the use of the term avunculus. 'Heýeventually 
reached a second consulship in 203. If confirmation were needed., it is' 
supplied by the cursus honor-L= , 
of the emperor's brother (AE 1946'p 131 = IRT 
543. ); it reveals that Geta, had been curator rei Publiciae at Ancona before 
his praetorship. 
From this it will be seen that M. GueY's Proposed genealogy is 
unsatisfactorys and another table has been constructed (Table Four). This 
records only those members of the family whw are attested by inscrip I tions) 
the two mentioned by Statius, and the descendants of the emperor's father 
recorded in SHA. For in speaking of the descendants'of the emperor.. the 
historian had far less temptation to invention than he had in dealing with 
his ancestors; - while SHA. is not sufficiently reliable to give us certaintyý 
about these later generations of, the family., their existence is"-not' 
demonstrably untrue. or even-impr; bable. 
It will. be, seen. that in three generations the Septimii, 'rose'from 
holding municipal offices to the Jmperýjaj throne; while the r-ise is mom - 
a, 
spectacular than that of other families,, there were many families which 
produced municipal magistrates in one generation, eques trian. procurators in 
the next and senators with a chance of reaching the consulship in the third, 
The Vetidii of Thubursicu Numidarum. 
The nomen Vetidius is probably of Italian origin (LE pp. 428,456). 
Some nine examples are recorded in the Italian volumes of CIL; eighteen are 
known in the African provinces. Whatever the origin of the nomen, it is 
clear., as Professor Syme points out 
(Tacfarinas_ etc. pp. 126 - 127) that the 
Vetidii of Thubursicu were a native family. This is indicated by the - 
22gnomina used - Mustis, Mustiolus,, Mustacia - and by the ma=iage of Vetidia 
Mustacia to the son of Gellius Masse. 
We know how at least one of the Vetidii made his living; --Q. Vetidius 
Juvenalis was 'in foro, iuriB perituss agricola, bonus#. His sons-became 
eq tes Romani., and two of them seem to have followed a legal career. 9-for 
-they were lutraque lingua eruditus'; presumably the languages were Latin and 
Greek. This would certainly be the meaning in most parts of the empire; 
but at Thubursicu, where many of the native population probably knew little 
or no Latin it is just possible that the second language was Punic. If 
success in the courts required a knowledge of Punic, the Vetidii with their 
native origin would be especially well qualified. 
It will be seen fmm Table Five that Mustus., the earliest known member 
of the family,, may not have been a Roman citizen, There is certainly a 
good case for supposing that if he was a citizen he received the citizenship 
a fter the birth of Mustiolus but before that of Felix, since Mustiolus 
continued to bear a native name as his COEMomen. In the second generation# 
the family produced a local flamen - almost certainly the term annyus (MI 
17167) is intended to contrast with PeE2etuus and show that this was one of 
the minor civic flaminates (cf Hirschfeld, in Hermes xxvi PP, 150 - 152). 
In the third generation, M. Vetidius Vetidianus was aedile-designate when 
he died at the age of thirtyý-eight,, and Q- Vetidius luvenalis was omnes honores 
13. 
functus-and guinquennalicius. His sons became, equestrians., '- but at least 
two of them seem to have died young. . 1- -'ý I- -1 -I- 
I The distribution of Vetidii in Africa is of some interest. --- The 
nearest, example to Thubursicu 
(where there . are thirteen) is at* Madauros; 
L. Vetidius; Quir. lucundus. There is no other example at Maclauros., despite 
frofessor Syme's reference to IEAlg. 1,, 2713; the nomen , 
on this stone is 
VettiusO'--;, Two, further examples occur at Lambaesis; Vetidius Saturminusý 
and: L. Vetidius'Terfullus 
(VIII 3265., -'not 3625 as-given by Professor Sym-e, 
in a-footnote)'ý The only other example in Africa, is at Tipasa in Mauretania 
Caesariensis., where'Vettidia-Impetrata was t he wife of M. Cincius Hilarianus. 
The only concentrqtion of the name is at Thubursicu, and it is possible that 
all the other bearers'of'the name were'related to those at Thuburii-cu. 
This., howeverg is not"capable of proof.. 'The tribe Quirina-of L. '-Vetidius 
3: Ucundus- is not that'in - which -the Vetidii of Thubursicu were enrolled;, -they 
were' in Papiria 
(AE* 1901+., '82). The change of tribe may simply'correspond 
with'a move from the Trajanic'municipiiim'of Thubursicu. toýthe town of 
MadaurOs with its many Flavian, settlers enrolled in Quirina. 
The Caecilii of Volubilis 
The first noticeable.. thing about the nomenclature of Volubilis is the 
high proportion of all classes who have the nomen ' 
Caecilius. Only four 
pra. enomina are used, Lucius,, Quintuss-Marcus and Gaius. - 
Gaius occurs only 
once and Marcus twice. , 
None of the men bearing these names can be shown 
to be related to any_of, those bearing the more common Praenomina., and we 
may suggest that C, Caecilius Flaccus and M. Caecilius M. f , Quir., Ibzatha 
represent separate families from the other Caecilii. . In particular,, it 
seems likely that Ibzatha and his father 
(whose cognomen has not survived) 
are to be. dated. to the first cent#ry, for their tribe Quirina, is not1that of 
Volubilis p which was enrolled, in Claudia. uirina was Used. for personal 
grants of citizenship, under Claudius, though Claudia. was the tribe of towns 
chartered by, that emperor. . 
It seems likely that Ibzatha and his father 
received the citizenship before Claudius made Volubilis into a muniel]2lum. 
1ý. 
The cognomen -Ibzatha is clearly of native African origin, and is unlikely 
to be, used, by: a, Roman citizen-by birth. - It is'therefOre the more, -surprising 
to find, that Ibzatha was equo publico designatus; we may'suggest that: ýhis, - 
father played aýprominent part in the subjection of western, Mauretania,,, -and 
was rewarded by, a'grant of. the citizenship$ with'the-equus-publicus-for hisýý,, 
son* 
other Caeoilii were enrolled in Quirina; -again the tribe probably 
indicates that they, received a private grant of the citizenship under Claudius; 
it is less likely that the, grant was made under the Flavians, since-the 
town was chartered by- Claudius. 
Another unexpected, tribe, is Galeria.. in which two, groups, of Caecilii 
were enrolled. , One of these groupsvýQ. Caecilius Q. f. Gal. Plato and his 
parents is recorded on an inscription which Chatelain 
(ILM 97) describes as 
'belle e"criture du ler siecle'. This again is what we should expect,, for 
there is a tendency throughout the empire for the tribe represented by one 
or two families to the out in favour of the tribe in which the town was enrolled. 
It is probable that the other group enrolled in Galeria,, L. Caecilius L. f. 
yassianus., are also to be dated to the first centuX7. The tribe Galeria 
suggests that these men received the citizenship through a Spaniard - probably 
a-wealthY merchant from Baetica; Tingitana was more closely linked to Spain 
than to the other African provinces. 
A. 11 the other Caecilii were enrolled in Claudia and used the Praenomen 
Lucius- Without postulating second marriages or cognomina where these are 
lacking. * it is impossible 
to link the various groups. That they were linked 
is almost certains though it is not likely that they are to be traced back 
to a single L. Caecilius. Probably there were two or three men who assumed 
these names on receiving a grant of Roman citizenship through a man who bore 
them, either a man important in the conquest of Mauretania or a merchant 
trading with VOlubili-99 Unfortunately there is not a record of any such 
m&n, anci it has proved impossible to find any L. Caecilius prominent at this 
period who had a connection with Tingitana. 
qç, 
A close study of the genealogies in Table Six will show that in 
reconstructing them I have gone beyond the relationships directly attested 
by inscriptions. In particular, I have assumed that L. Caecilius Caecilianus 
(1),, father of the homonymous man'who married Manlia Romena . is the same as 
the*L. Caecilius, Caecilianus who is recorded as the husband of Valeria Manlia. 
and father of Caecilia Caecilianae I have also suggested that Caecilia 
Romana was the claughter of Manlia R(omanAp-and further that C. Caecilius L. f. 711 
Cl. Flaccus was her brother; both received dedications from-the-same-two men. 
The study of the Caecilii'is complicated by the fact that none of the 
inscriptions is dated, and that few are datable on grounds, of style. It is 
therefore possible to build up a genealogical'table of nine generations 
which would fit all the know fact's 
(cf Table Seven); -but too much has in such aý 
case to be assumed to make it in any way probable.,, We must, for the moment 
rest content with the few relationships which can be proved. 
q C. 
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T. Annius Maximus Pomponianus V 3266 = ILS 2725 
Annius Postumus Saldae Pros. 20 
Annius ---- Rusicade VIII 7983 
L. Antistius Lupus VerIanus Sicca. Veneria Pros. 21 
Ti . Antistius Marcianus 
Circina, Pros. 22 
T. Antonius Alf . 
Arignotus ILS 8853 
L . Antonius Lucianus 
Volubilis ILM 85; ILL 635 
. ILM 48. 
Antonia Tertulla Valeria Asinia 
SabiniAnn Acholla ? X 6704 
Anullius Geta Castellum. Celtianum Pros. 23 
Aponius Rogatianus Pros. 24 
C. Arrius Calpurmius Longinus Avioccala Pros. 25 
Sex. Asinius Rufinus Fabianus Abbir Cella/Acholla, Pros. 26 
M. Asinius Rufinus Valerius Verus 
Sabinianus Acholla Pros. 27 
M. Asinius., Sabinianus Acholla ? Pros. 28 
Astius Mustelus Ammaedara VIII 10516 11528 
ILT 432 
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Sex. Atilius Rogatianus Carthage Pros. 30 
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T. Aurelius Flavianus XI 6336 = ILS 2769 , Dobson, 85 
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Badius Comnianus XIII 3162 
Basi2jus CirrenianuS Calama vIII 5338 = 17488 
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Bebenia Paulina Seressi TIII 937 = 11216; VIII 11214 
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C 37. 
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L. Caecilius Antonianus Volubilis ILM 96 
L. 
. 
Caecilius Athenaeus Sufetula Pros. 39 
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L. ' Caecilius Clemens (1) Volubilis VIII 21838 
L. Caecilius Clemens (2) Volubilis IIA 628 
Sex. Caecilius Crescens Volusianus Thuburbo minu4.5 Pros. 41 
Q. 
, 






L., Caecilius Felix Volubilis VIII 21822 
C. Ca 
, 
ecilius Flaccus Volubilis ILM 92 
L., caecilius Fronto Volubilis AE 1923p 18 
C. Caecilius Gallus Rusicade Pros. 43 
M. caecilius Ibzatha Volubilis AE 1922,64 
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ldý. 
NAME. TOWN. PEFMNCE. 
L. 
1 
Caecilius Silvanus Volubilis AE 1916., go 
L. 
- 
Caecilius Vitalis Volubilis ILM 48 
Sex. Caecilius Volusianus Thuburbo Minus Of Pros. 41; PIR2 
C 87 
Caecilia Antoniana Volubilis ILM 91 
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d, 
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Caecilia Romana Volubilis VIII 21832 
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M' Caelius Phileros X 6704; VIII 26274 
With Broughton p 64. 
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C'O Cassius Fortunatus Cuicul, AE 19149 237 
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Cassia Caeciliana. Volubilis ILM 96 
6incius Hilarianus Tipasa (M. C. ) VIII 20931+ 
L0 Claudius Brutto Cuicul AE 1911,105 ' 
Ti. Claudius Cicero Cuicul AE 1913v 22 
Ti. Claudius Helvius Secundus Caesarea Pros. 50 
Ti. 'Claudius Hispanus Madauros Pros- 51 
V. Claudius Honuratus Cuicul Pros. 52 
M. Claudius, Restitutus Cirta Pros- 53 
Ti. Claudius Subatianus Proculus CUJCUJ Pros. 54 
Clodius Clodianus Q Auzia VIII 9020 
Clodius Faustus Sec=dus Muzue Pros- 55 
Ckodius Lucifer Lambaesis Pros. 56 
109. 
1-1 -I NAME. TOWN. REFEMNCE. 
C., Cludius Rectus 3: 1 42c)6 
M. Cocceius Romanus Tipasa (M. C. ) Pros. 57 
M. Coculnius Quintilianus, Cirta Bros - 58 
Sex. Cornelius Dexter Saldae Pros. 59 
Sex.. Cornelius Dexter Maximus Saldae VIII 8935 31S 5484 
Cornelius Egrilianus Theveste Pros. 6o 
C. Cornelius-Flaccas Thubursicu Numidarum Pros. 61 
Sex. Comelius Honoratus Portus Magnus Pros. 62 
a. Comelius Peregrinus Saldae Pros. 63 
Cornelius Rusticus Thibilis VIII 5528,5529 
C. Cosinius Maximus Cuicul P=- s. 64 
Cosinius Maximus Cuicul Pros. 65 
LO Cosinius Primus, Carthage Pros. 66 
p0 curius Servilius. Draco Gigthis VIII 11033; 22710 
L. C --sius Barbarus Cuicul VIII 8310 = 20148 
Decianus Catus Pros,. 67 
Lo Decianus Extricatus Carthage AE 19159 22 
Decianus Melissus VI 1056 
Didia Cornelia Ingenua Cuicul AE 1920j, 115 
PO Divius Italicus Caesarea Pros. 68 
Q. Domitius Victor Calama, Pros. 69 
L. Egnatuleius Sabinus Thysdx-uz Pros - 70 
L. Fabius Fortunatus Mustis VIII, 15588 ILT 1546 
Fabius Honoratus Pros. 71 
Fabius Honoratus, Giufj VIII 12377 
Fabius Honoratus Q VI 1343 
M. Fabius Mettianus Segermes Pros. 72 
L. 'Flavius Aufustianus, Cuicul AE 1908., 241 
L. Flavius Celsus Cuicul AE 1916# 12p 16 
T. Flavius Gallicus Thisicluum Pros. 73 
T. Fli%: ýus Mýce'r Ammaedara Pros. 74 
T. rlavýus Receptus cillium VIII 219 = 11305 
I OC. 
NAME. TOWN. Hh-1- PENCE 
T. Flavius; Secundus Cillium Pros- 75 
T. Flavius Vibianus Iunior Lepcis Magna V13: 1 14 22673 
Flavius Carthage Pros. 76 
rulvius Kastus Fulvianus Mustis Pros. 77 
C. Fulvius Plautianus Lepois Magna Pros. 78 
Fulvius Lepois Magna Ptus. 79 
Q. Gabinius, Barbarus CP 265 
L. Gargilius Augustalis Cuicul VIII 8300 
Q. Gargilius Martialis I Auzia cf Pros. 80 
Q. Gargilius Martialis IT Auzia Pros. 80 
Gargilius. Venator Bulla Regis, Pros. 81 
G. Gellius Seneca folubilis AE 1955 44 
V Geminjus Clemens Auzia Pros. 82 
Geminius Marcianus Thbilis Pros. 83 
Geminius Modestus I' Pros. 84 
Geminius Modestus 11 Cirta Pros. 85 
Q0 Geminius, Sabinus Vicus Annaeus Pros. 86 
C. Helvidius Diogenes Timgad Pros. 87 
M 0 Helvius Clemens 
Carthage Pros. 88 
MO Helvius Melior Placentius, 
Sabinianus Samunianus Althibt*sus Pros. 89 
Q- Herennius Mar-tialis Saldae Pros. go 
M. Herennius Victor Thibilis - 91 Pros. 
tius; Pai Hox, a . 1tor Lambaesis Pros, 92 
: Culius Ant. oni, nus Caesarea Pros. 93 
jujius, Aquila Sicca Veneria cf Pros, 99 
L. Julius A37renus Cirta, AE 1955p 202 
C. Julius Barbarus Pros,, 94 
CI. - 
Julius Barbarus Cirta VIII 6942 = ILS 6854 
C. Julius Barbarus sila VIII 19204 
NAME. ZOWN. REFEMNCE. 
C. Julius Barbarus Lambaesis VIII 3189 
L', Julius Civilis Cirta AE 1942/43v 10 
C. iulius Corinthianus Theveste Pros. 95 
L. Julius Crassus Thugga Pros. 96 
C, Julius Crescens Cuicul/cirta AE 19250 23 = 1949,4c 
C. Julius Crescens Didius 
II 
Crescentianus Cuicul I"ros. 97 
Julius Crescentianus Cuicul AE 1946, lo4 
C. Julius Crescentiands 
Instanianus Mustis VIII 1576 
L. Julius Crispus. Mascula Pros. 98 
Julius Fidus Aquila Sicca, Veneria Pros. 99 
Julius Frontinus Timgad Pros. 100 
p. Julius Geminius Marcianus Cirta, Pros. 101 
Ti . Julius 
Honoratus Cuicul V1II 8309 20135 
L. Julius (Vehilius Gratus) 
Iulianus ILS 1327 
L. Julius Martialis Cirta VIII 6965 
Julius Martialis Cirta, VIII 18231+ 
C. Julius Maximus Cuicul AE 1916p 13 
Q. Julius Maximus Demetrianus Sidi 4nor-el-Djedidi Pros. ' 102 
Sex. Julius Possessor 11 1150 
P, Julius Proýimus Cirta AE 1938 38 
C. Julius Pudens Caesarea Pros- 103 
C. Julius Rogatianus Pýr`Os - 3.04 
C. Julius Rogatus. Mustis VIII 271+39 - ILT 1553 
M. Julius Rogatus Cuicul AE 19169 14 
C. Julius Sabinus Rusuccurni Pros, 105 
T. Julius Sabinus Victoriarms Madauros Pros. lo6 
Sex. Julius Severus Caesarea Pros- 107 
m. iuliusý Silvanus Thubursicu Numidarum Pros. 108 
Julius Silvanus Cuicul Pros. log 
L,, Julius Victor Modianus Thagaste Pros. 110 




Iulius ----- dianus Mascula 
lulius - ------ Cuicul 
lulius Caesarea 
Iulia. Cornelia Cuicul 
Iulia, Ingenua Cuicul 
C. Iunius Flavianus 
M, Iunius Punicus Lepcis Magna 
L, Laberius Vibullus Sicca Veneria 
P. Licinius AgathoPus Gadiaufa-la 
P. Licinius Papirianus Sicca Veneria 
Lollius Urbicus 
_Tiddis 
Longeius Karus Choud-el-Batel 
M. Macrinius Avitus 
(Catonius, Vindex) 
Maecius Laetus 
Maecius Memmius Purius Baburius 
Caecilianus Placidus 
M. Manlius Modestus Quietianus Curubis 
Manlia Romana Volubilis 
L. Marcius Victor 
M. Marius Telix Ofellianus 
Marius Victor 
memmius Africanus 
M. Memmius Caecilianus 
C, Memmius Caecilianus Placidus 
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P, Messius Situminus Pheradi Maius Pros. 126 
Lý jifiicius Natalis IIS 1029 
Me Minthonius Tertullus Mactaris Pros. 127 
P. Munujius; Satuminus Fuimoý Minus VIII . 12039 - ILS 6812; ef VIII 12027 12030 
P., Nonius Felix Carthage P=s. 128 
oclatinius Adventus M, Howes, P. 73 
octavius, Primus Thuburnica VýIl 14703 
jj 01 
6pellius Macrinus, Caesarea Pros. 129 
C, . otidius Iovirms Sijiitthu VIII 14611- ILS 6811 
C otidjus Praenestinus Simitthu VIII 14611 
: 
im 6811 
--ý P 'iusýýictor Candidianus acC Fu rnos Minus VIII 25808 c. Pe - -3ýd ý- tro us Felix Thuburbo Maius Pros. 130 
L. PetrOniu3, Florentinus 
, 
Saldae Pro$. 131 
,II- 11 ,- ý-' -"; 1 Petronjus Honoratus ILS 1340; CP 117 
platorius ýepos ýIS 105 2 
Ti. Plautius Felix Ferruntianus Mactaris , Pros. 132 
p. 10tius Faustus Timgad I'MS, 133 
C. Tloppeius Felix Octavianus Sufetula. ILA 137 
Sex. Pompeius MarianUs 
, 
Ghardimau VIII 14730 
rompeius Novellus cuicul VIII 20152; AB 1912,, 
151+ 
L., Pompeius ----- ianus Sufetula P=S Y+ 
Q. Fc)mponius CrisPinus Saldae Pros. 135 
L. pomporLius L --- murianus Sufetula Pros. 136 
M. popponius Maximus Saldae VIII 8943. 
Q, Fomponius Saturninus S aldae VIII 20862 
T.; Pomponius Suavi's Sa . Iciae VTII 20862' 
M; pomponius Vitellianus 
' 
Caesarea Pros. 137 
pomponia Cris pfna Saldae VIII 8966 
NAMEe TOWN. R17MENCE. 
M. Porcius, Aper" 11-4238 -- 
C. Porvius Saturninus Iunior Thuburbo Minus Pros- . 138 
L. Postumius Felix Celerinus Hippo Regius Pros- 139 
Postumius-Laetianus A: mmaedara ILA 165 
C. Postumius Saturninus Plavianus VIII 11174 ILS 1440 
Sex. iýillaienus_ F1,0rus Caecilianus Thugg& VIII 26615 
)p. ' Quiritius Terminus Sicca Veneria, Pros. 3.40 
M, Rossius, Vitulus, CP 224 
jýýJjius Honoratus Mactaris VIII 627 
Rutjlius, Saturmirýus cuicul, AE 1908,242 
ý, Eýllýls#us, Processus Pros., 141 
M. Se. dius Rufus Lambaesis VIII 18227 
Saius Iuvenalis Thubursicu Numidarum VIII 4892 nAlg, 3:. 
1353. 
M., Sempi6nius, Liberalis A: 6ý01la Pros. . 11+2 ý 
Sex.. Semprpnius Satuminus Mustis', VIIII15592 
Sýýnius, Vitalis i -, - -1, XIII 8314 IM 2572 
T. Sennius Sollemnis XIII-3162 
P. septimius Geta,. Lepcia. Magna PrOs- 243 
L. Septimius Sevems I LePcis Magna Pros. I" 
L. Septimius Severus 11 Lepcis Magna. Pros 145 
U,, ý Septimius 




us Taoitus Anrm is vi 7; PIR S 
Servaeus, Felix- Gigthis VIII 22722 
Servaeus Firmus Gigth: js III 11039; 227229 V 
I 22736 
Q. ser7aeus Ptiscusl Gigthis VIII 22734; 22736 
Servaeus Puscus II Gigthis VIII 22734. 
Servaeus Fuscus ITI Gigthis VIII 3.1040; 22722 
,11, 
NA ME* TOWN REF=CE. 
Q. 
. 
Se. rvaeus Fuscus Cornelianus Gigthis. Pros. 146 
.II Servaeus Honoratus Gigthis VIII 11034 
Q. Se:! ývaeus Innocens PIR, Sý-40l; EE IIA 1755 




rvaeus Messius Pacatus Gigthis VIII, 22743. 
M. Sery-I 
' 
lius Draco Albucianus Gigthis VIII, 22737 = MS 6780 
C. Servilius Maurinus Gigthis VIII 22695; 22739 
m S ervilius Plautus Gigthis V31I 22700; 22739 
C Servilius Serenus Gigthis PmS 147 
Servilia ---- ma Gigthis VIII-22741 
C. Sextius Martialis Mactaris Pros. 148 
M., s_ittius, Caecilianus Icosium VIII 9259 
Sittius Caeci-lianus Pr6s- 3.49 
Si ttius Faustus Tiddis- VIII, 6710,6711 
M. ý sittiuýs Martialis Thibilis VIII 19052 
L. sittius Rufinus Thibilis VIII 55Y+ 
3p, ýjttius Velox Sigus VIII 5852; 7118 
19441; lo86o 
Sittius Thibilis PFPB'O' 15 .0 
Subatianus Aquila Cuicul pm-S. 151 
1 
T. S' ulgius Caecilia nus Týcciibor 
, 15 2 3ýro s 
Ser. Sulpicius Similis Carthage Pm i. i53 
M. - Tannonius Bassus Pros, 154 
M. Tarquitius Saturninus XIý3801 IIS 2692 
XI 3805 MS 6579 
L Titiriius Clodianus cuicul Pros-ý155 
C: Tullius, Frontinus 
'Thubursicu 
Numidarum VIII 4886 = ILAIg. 10 
1354 
C. Tarranius Honoratus Thibica VIII 23120 
L Turnranius Honoratus Tipasa (M. c. ) P=3 155A 
NAME. 
M. Valerius Gypasius 
Q. Valerius Hilarism, 
M. Valerius Maximianus 
M. Valerius llmpinquus Grattius 
Cerealis 
Valerius Romanus 





M. Valgius -Aemilianus 
Sex. Varius Marcellus 
Sex. Verteblasius Victor 
vetidius Felix 
L'. - Vetidius Iucundus 
Vetidius luvenalis 
M. Vetidius Mustiolus 
Vetidius Mustus 
L'. Vetidius Tertullus 
Vetidius Saturninus 
M. Vetidius Vetidianus 
-"Vettidia'Impetrata 
M. Vettius Latro_, 
C. Vettius Sabinia Iulius 
Hospes 
T. Vettius Severus 
L. Vibius Latinianus Valens 
Vibius Marinus 
A Vitellius Felix Honoratus 














VIII 1649 158Y+ 
























x 6569 o! IM 1423; 
CP '237 
161 Pros . 
g. 1 1357; AE 
1904p 82 
ILA19.1,,; 2712 
AE . 1903s. "319 - 321; 3.904.. 82-, 
VIII. 17167 
VIIII 17167 










VIII 5373 - 17498 IU19- to 330 
I I'$. 
4 
NAME. TOWN, RE=TCE. 
M. U=idius Annianus Quadratianus Gigthis VIII 22691 
a. U=idius Haterianus Gigthis VIII 29 
L, Ummidius Pacatus Gigthis VIII 29., 30 
C. Ummidius Sedatus I Gigthis VIII 28p 29 
C. Ummidius Sedatus II Gigthis VIII 22693 
M. U=idius Sedatus Gigthis VIII 280 29; 22693; 
2274-3 
Q. Voltedius Optatus Aurelianus Carthage Pros. 166. 
Coznomina and sinp: le names. 
------ Anniarrus Tipasa Pros. 167 
------ - ---- Aquilinus Sioca, Veneria Pros. 168 
------ Castus Lepcis Magna Pro3.169 
commodus Cirta ? VIII 8210 
crescens Licinianus Pros. 170 
- ------ Heridianus Ammaedara ? Pros. 171 
Iulianus Theveste vin 16558 
Marcellus Auzia Pros - 172 
------ Nepotianus Sicca, Veneria Pros. 173 
Quadratus Laetianus Segermes Pros. 174 
Quintus Gigthis VIII 27 = 11025 ILS 
787 
------ Sallustianus Thibursicum Bure Pms. 175 
Salvianus Theveste VIII 16530 
Salvianus Thuburbo Uaius AE 1914P 57 
Saturninus Thubursicu Numidarum VIII 4891 
Victorinus Lambaesis MI 2757 
